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IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGING
ETHNIC-GROUP REPRESENTATION

IN INDIANA'S POPULATION
(Errata & Note)

Pg. iv, Table of Contents

"TABLE 8. Births by..." should be "TABLE 6. Births by..."
"TABLE 9. Births by..." shouid be "TABLE 7. Births bY..."

Pg. 8: Add Note to TABLE 6:

Race is self-reported by parent(s) on birth certificate.
Non-White includes Blacks, Native Americans, Asians and
Pacific Islanders, and other Non-Whites, except Hispanics.
Spanish-origin is not identified, but (according to the U.S.
Census) half of Indiana Spanish-origin persons identify
themselves as White. Thus, typically low birth-rate "White"
includes some (high birth-rate) Minorities, while "Non-
White" includes low birth-rate Oriental Americans. Thus, in
this Table the numbers of White births are over-stated, and
Minorities are under-stated, because Hispanics are treated
as Minority group members throughout this report.

Pg. 16, TABLE 10:

The number of Black dropouts for 1978-79 should be "3,932,
not "3,392".

Pg. 31, TABLE 16:

The White Verbal SAT Scores shouli read "449" in the U.S.
and "425" in IN. not "445" and "42U". The Hispanic scores
should be "377" for the U.S. and "383" for IN not "368" and
"378". The Black SAT Verbal Scores should be "346" for the
U.S. and "336" for IN. not "342" and "331".

Pg. 52, TABLE 28:

The percent of Unemployed White teenagers should be "16.2%"
not "6.9%".

* Manpower Report 86-2
Dated 31 March '86
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IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGING
ETHNIC-GROUP REPRESENTATION IN INDIANA'S POPULATION

PART 1: HIGHLIGHTS
(1 OF 3 PARTS)

FOREWORD

This manpower study presents data on population, education,
academic preparation, socio-economic factors and employment for
various ethnic groups in three separate reports (parts). Trends
are identified and comparisions are made between Indiana, Region-
al and National situations. Data are presented separately for
selected Indiana counties due to startling differences in the
concentration of ethnic groups. Projections show growing propor-
tions and diversities of minorities with significant differences
in characteristics between groups.

PART I contains broad findings, highlights, summary data and
related information, including comparisons among the U.S,
Indiana, and four Indiana counties with the largest minority
populations. These are

Marion County, Allen County, and
Lake County, St. Joseph County.

PART II contains more discussion and supportive data in
tabular and figure form, including comparisons between the U.S.,
Midwest Region, Indiana, and the 22 Indiana counties having at
least 1,000 minorities in their populations in 1980. These
counties are

Marion County LaPorte County Howard County Miami County
Lake County Delaware County Clark County Bartholomew County
Allen County Vigo County Tippecanoe County Johnson County
St. Joseph County Elkhart County Wayne County Hamilton County
Vanderburgh County Grant County Floyd County
Madison County Monroe County Porter County

PART III is made up of extensive and detailed appendices
containing U.S., Midwest, Indiana, and selected-county data ap-
plicable for historical reference, planning, or further research.
Specific demographic and socio-economic data and information in
these reports show that significant changes in America and
Indiana are occurring in more detail.

Those who might think that the size of Indiana's minority
population, now 10 percent of the total, is relatively "small,"
should note that:

Indiana's minority population is already well over a half-
million persons,

°One out of every four babies being born in the four
counties with the largest populations is Non-White,

°One out of every six babies being born in the twenty-two
counties which have more than 1,000 minorities in their
populations is Non-White, and

These Non-White representation rates are growing steadily



It will be up to civic leaders, educators, Policy makers and
others to respond to these emerging realities that will pose problems,
challenges and opportunities. The authors hope that these
publications will assist in actions which will promote equality,
strengthen the economy, and provide all citizens with opportunities
for a successful life.
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QUOTES OF NOTE

Bitt Liu, an Amenican-Chinese Liming in Chicago said "The so-cated
mating pot id a 6ant46y. Some peopte nevelt mat. We have to /maize the
Mexican 400214 ZS a society o6 pturtatism. We'ne not in6etion, we'aejut daent."

Beattiee Liu, Bittg4 daughter,. -- now a cattege 4tudent <said 4he
neaLized she iman't quite the same as athek chitdken gnowing up in South
Bend, Indiana. "I MA in the 6imot gaade and this tittte boy said "Can't
you open you& eyes a titttewidex?"

We hope tiU4 tepott witt hap 114 tO dO jliAt that.

J. P. Lioack

This report was prepared purivant to a grant from Lily Endowment, Inc. Pointsof view or opinions do not necessarily repretent those of Lilly Endowment orPurdue University.
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INTRODUCTION

The population changes already well underway in America and
Indiana will have profound effects on the total educational
system, Kindergarten thru the University level, as well as on the
economy. Dr. Harold Hodgkinson has made the following points
about the profile of today's and tomorow's students:*

There are now more children coming to school from poverty-
level households, from single-parent households (White, Black and
Hispanic), more with unmarried parents, more with teen-age moth-
ers, and fewer children entering the first grade having partici-
pated in Head Start or similar programs, even when eligible.
There are more minority children entering school now, and conse-
quently more children with limited English speaking, reading, and
writing ability in the classroom.

There are now many more "latch-key" children, and children
from blended families resulting from divorce and remarriage. The
population of White middle-class children is increasing through-
out the educational system. America's Black population is pro-
jected to rise from 26.5 million today to 44 million by the year
2020. Hispanics will increase from 14.7 million today to around
47 million by 2020, due to higher birth rates and immigration.

As our nation's population grows from 238 million to about
260 million people by 2020, almost all of the increase will be in
Non-White groups, as the White birth rate is not high enough to
maintain the current population level. (It takes 2.1 children to
achieve a balance between births and deaths, and the White birth
rate is only 1.7.)

While long range figures are difficult to forecast, it is
clear that during the 1980s the number of Asian Americans in the
United States will increase from 3.5 million to almost 6 million.
How this increase will affect our education system is unknown.

Although the number (and percentage) of minorities graduating
from high school showed some heartening increases during the
1970s, it now appears that the percentage of minority high school
graduates who go on to college is decreasing, at least for Blackand Hispanic groups.

At the moment, many leaders in higher education levels seemto exhibit a general attitude of indifference to these importantpopulation trends.

It might be well to remember that high school graduates ofthe year 2000 are already three years old. Will they be ready to
enter a work force which requires a sound educational foundation
to meet changing job needs; will they be ready to participate
successfully in higher education?

* Han.otd L. liodgkimon, AU One Setem: Vemoin4p1ie4 o Edtw_ation, kindeitsanten
thn.ough Gkaduate Sehoot. ifizsungt.on, P.C.: rna.t4.6.te eon. Eciucationat
Lendeiuship, Inc., 1985.

1 0



[1. POPULATION(

A. Census

Since the First Wor)d War, the composi-
tion of the United States and Indiana popula-
tions has been increasingly changing, most
markedly since 1960. More than just racial differences, this
composition reflects an ethnic or cultural diversity and has been
attracting greater attention and study.

Although Blacks have constituted the largest minority group
in t..)-,e nation and in Indiana and have higher birth rates than
Whitr.,s, the greatest impact will continue to be from the high
levels of birthing and/or immigration of Hispanics and Asians,
which has been termed "the Fourth Wave" by the Urban Institute...LI
Hispanics are already having an increasingly significant economic
and political impact on the nation.

The U.S. Spanish population has been growing much faster
than the total populWon and, as of March 1985, account for one
of every 14 persons.fr-/ At the Spanish population's rate of
increase, it could becow the largest national ethnic-minority
group by the year 2000.=1

This sharp increase in the Spanish population, is being
rivalet by a faster rate of increase in the Asian population,
which inv,eased 141 percent between 1970 and 1980 to total 5.1
million.11.1 At this rate, they will reach 10 million by the year
2000, but they would still be the third largest ethnic-minority
group (behind Blacks and Hispanics).

This changing ethnic diversity of U.S. and Indiana popula-
tions is especially prevalent among young people and the
retirement-age population. In these cases a higher proporiton of
young people and a lower pro9o;t1on of retirement-age persons are
from ethnic-minority groups.=.1=1-11/- Of course, this has resulted
in a higher proportion of minority women being in the fertility-
age range.

NOTE: The U.S. Bureau of the Census designates persons who identify themselves as being
of Spanish Origin but who may identify their race as White, Black, or other races (excludes
'Spanish"). In contrast, the ethnic group "Hispanic", as designated In census data tables

In this report to preserve data consistency, refers to persons of Spanish orig!n who do not
identify their race as being White, Black, Native American, or Asian/Pacific islander.

These Hispanics represent 38 percent of the U.S. Spanish Origin group and 49 percent of

Indiana's Spanish Origin group and tend to differ more extensively from Whites than do
persons of Spanish Origin In general.

1/
--John S. Lang 8 Jeanny Thoknton, "The VVAappeaking Sada." U.S. Nem 6 WOAM
9/ Repoatv Aub. 19, 1985, pp. 30-31.
IvAP aeLeaae, "Hioanic Poputatton Glowing FaAt." USA Toc:ay, Thwaday, Jan. 30, 1986,
2/ p. 3A.
LIHakotd L. Hodgkimon, "VemogkaphicA and the Economy* Undemtanding a Chang.ing
4/ Makhetptace." The Admimiiona St/Late444 Jan. 1985.
Paut Ctancy, "141S Gaowth 604 AA42114 Alt the USA." USA Todw, Thuksday, Oct. 10,

1985; "3 Majok Roadbtock4," USA Today, Fkiday, Feb. 7, 6, pp. LA, 2A.



Another important demographic change is occurring with
regard to the distribution of population by age. For example,projecting Indiana's population from 1980 to the year 2000, thenumber of younger people (ages 0 to 14) will probably decline by6%, the 15 to 19 year group will drop some 17%, and the number of20 to 24 year group will drop more than 15%. Meanwhile the 25 to64 age group may grow some 18%, and those over 65 will also
increase significantly. (The post-WWII baby boomers are nowbeginning to move into their early 40's.)

TABLE 1

POPULATION PROJECTION SUMMARY

STATE OF INDIANA

AGE STRUCTURE: 1980-2000

AGE NUMBER
GROUPS 1980 2000 CHANGE

PERCENT
CHANGE

0-4 418,770 392,750 -26,020 - 6.2%5-14 887,880 830,940 -56,940 - 6.4%15-19 529,630 440,050 -89,580 -16.9%20-24 518,660 439,020 -79,640 -15.4%25-64 2,549,30 3,005,030 455,100 17.8%65+ 585,400 747,710 162,310 27.7%

TOTAL 5,490,200 5,855,500 365,300 6.7%
Rea6on4 6on. ehangea: (1) Vectining binth, (2) Pckst Wontd Wan II baby boom,
and 131 Met out-Inigkation.

Indiana UnivetLity, ViviAion o4 Reseanch Schoot oi Bu6ine44--and theIndiana State BoaAd o Heatth. Indcana County Poputation pnojectionA,1985-2020. PubLiAhed in 1983.

Of great significance to educational MEDIAN AGE

planners -- and the future workforce -- is the 1980 28.7
fact that the above projections show a continuing
decline of younger people (age 24 and below) and
an increase of older people. This phenomenon is
reflected in the steady rise of the med'an age of

1985

1990

1995

30.4

31.9

33.3the population.
p00 34.7

The population of the United States grew about 11.6% between1970 and 1980; Indiana grew only about 5.7% during that period.The rapid growth of minorities is readily apparent when onerealizes that from 1970 to 1980

ein the United States, the White population grew 6.1%while the Minority population grew 50.2%, and
Cin Indiana, the White population grew only 3.8% while

the Minority population grew 30.3%. (And in fact, the White
population actually decreased between 1980 and 1985, while allminority populations continued to grow.)
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The latest populotion data to 1985 show that Indiana contin-ued to lose grounds while the Nation grew 5.4% between 1980-85.
Indiana grew only 0.2% (barely maintaining It's status quo).

In 1980, the total U.S. population
million, of which ovr 26 million (12%)
million were Hispanic, and almost 4 mil
Islander. The proportion of minorities
that of Whites throughout the Nation as

numbered almost d27
were Black, almost 6
lion. Asian and Pacific
Is growing faster than
It Is in Indiana.

TABLE 2

INDIANA POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY RACER 1950-1985
(THoulAsos)

Total

Poolatlos
fur IINII

3,499

1111 1,491

19/1 SO IN
MO 49663

1911 3,934

Mite

4,911 N.%

S,114 91.8
MN 92.11
4319 94.11

ikelorriorlties

1 Total.1
St2 9.31

416 1.11

313 1.8
vs S.91

39119 9pne4 4.31

-Picks All Mrs°.
1 Tote

48 1.11 91 1.11

11S LH 11 1.31

3S1 6.91 IS .31

219 5.11 .11

2II
wwbsalmAgo wetly Ni6 do eon siolsiarm and AmeaUsit Inham.

SOINICEs 1980 Casem od POpsfotiims, (PCS0-1-1116), Taiga 17, p. U.
laws od Oss Clam, 11.5. OSpf. od Consi444., Amite 198t; 1985
sago semothrts emokead 61, Mice od Hoopoes' Saidhos.

The gradual growth in Indiana of minorities in numbers and
proportion is apparent in Table 2. Note that minorities made uP
4.5% of the population in 1950 and 9.5% in 1985. All indications
;Mint to an acceleration of this change.

The largest minority group in the Nation, as well as In
Indiana. is Black. The numbers of Slacks continue to get larger
while those of Whites continue to decline. Nearly 8% of the
Indiana population was Black In 1980 (slightly less than
415.000), but the rate of growth was slightly higher than the
National rate.

The nation's (and Indiana's) Spanish population continues to
grow much faster than the population as a whole. New Census
Bureau figures show that as of March 1985 there were nearly 17
mdllion people of Spanish origin, a growth of nearly 16% since
the 1980 census, while total population increased only about
3.3%. Overall, Mexican-Americans make up the largest share of
Spanish people.

Although accurate 1985 Spanish population data for Indiana
were not available by press time. the Hoosier Hispanic poPulation
was reported to be about 42.652 in 1980. Nearly half (20.745)
lived In Lake County.

'3 13



TABLE 3

INDIANA POPULATION CHANGES BY RACE: 1950 TO 1985

MINORITIES
Total

Num6P----140
1,000's Change

1985e 5,499 .2%

White
Number 4P,

1,000's Change

ITT Minorities
Number %,

1,000's Change

Bleck All Others"
Number %. Kober
1,000's Change 1,000's Change

4,977 -.5% 522 7.4% 426 2.7% 97 36.6%

1980 5,490 5.7% 5,004 3.8% 486 30.3% 415 15.9% 71 347.4%
1970 5,194 11.4% 4,820 9.8% 373 36.1% 358 33.1% 15 200.0%
1960 4,663 18.5% 4,389 17.0% 274 55.7% 269 54.6% 5 150.0%
1950 3,934 -- 3,759 -- 176 ..... 174 -- 2 -,_

% Change
1950-1985 39.8% 32.4% 196.6% 144.8% 4750.0%

* % I. 6ton pfttui00 Walla dal.
se

1
moatty NiAponicA, Ametican Indian and A44ans.

SOURCE: 19 0 Censuii oi Population, (PC80-1-816), Tale 17, p. U. Bute= olf the
Census, U.S. Vtpt. oi COMMUCt, August 1962. 1915 data atiouted by Mice oi
MenpoomMtStudLeS.

In Indiana while the total population between 1950 and 1985
grew nearly 40%, the White population grew only 32.4% (in fact
the White population actually decreased in number from 1980 to
1985). However, during this same period, the total number of
minorities in Indiana grew from about 176,000 in 1950 to about
522,000 in 1985, an increase of nearly 200%1 The largest growth,
however, has been Hispanics, who may now number nearly 80,000 in
Indiana. The Nation is also experiencing a higher growth rate of
Hispanics over Blacks.

From 1970 to j980, Indiana's population grew 5.7 percent
from 5,193.700 to 5,490,200 persons. The White population grew
less than four percent (from 4,820,300 to 5,004,400) while all
minorities grew more than 30 percent (from 373,300 to 485,800).
The highest growth-rate was of non-Black minorities, with almost
a 350 percent increase (from 15,900 to 71,000) compared to 16
percent growth for Blacks.

Asians, however, have the highest rate of growth in the
U.S., and they outperform all other population groups in the
classroom and workplace. Asians now make up only about 3% of the
population, but if their growth rate continues -- 141 percent
from 1970 to 1980 -- they'll reach 10 million by the year 2000.
They are already the third largest minority, after Blacks and
Hispanics. Asians tend to be young, well-educated, and of mid-
dle-to-upper income. Major Asian groups, except Vietnamese, have
a higher proportion of men who finished high school than Whites
and are about twice as likely to have college degrees (35% vs.
19.5%). There were about 23,400 Asians in Indiana in 1980 and
they are experiencing a high rate of growth. Largest concentra-
tions included 4,260 living in Marlon County, 2,100 living in
Lake County, 1,700 in Tippecanoe, 1,285 In Allen, 1,178 In St.
Joseph, and 1,140 in Monroe.
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TABLE 4

1980 POPULATION BY ETHNIC GROUP FOR
UNITED STATES, INDIANA AND SELECTED COUNTIES

(NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)

Total

Number

Geographical 110011

Area

United States 226,730

Indiana,

Norton Co. 765

Lake 523

Allen 294

St. Joseph 242

ioul Four

Counties 1,824

White

Number %

189,035 83.41

5,004 91.2

601 78.6

373 71.4

263 89.3

216 89.4

1,454 79.71

Totall/

Number %

37,694.6 16.61

485.8 8.9

164.1 21.5

149.5 28.6

31.4 10.7

25.5 10.6

370.7 20.31

Black

Number %

26,482.3 11.71

414.8 7.6

155.3 20.3

126.1 24.1

26.4 9.8

21.6 8.9

329.4 18.11

Minority,

Nispanici/

5,503.7 2.41

42.7 .8

3.5 .5

20.7 4.0

3.2 1.1

2.3 .9

29.7 1.6%

Native Amer.

1,543.3

7.8 .1

1.1 .1

. 7 .1

. 5 .2

. 5 .2

2.8

Asian/Pac Isl.

3,910.3 1.71

23.4 .4

4.3 .6

2.1 .4

1.3 .4

1.2 .5

8.8 .5%

124EAtImate4 ttó att non-Whitea.
=Estimated a4 TotatAhttea-Stach4-Native Ameatcam-ksian/Pac. Litandeu-non-Spani.sh

"Not Etdowhent CtaosAtged", Spani4h peoge who do not identiliy theme2ve4
aa any oi the alionementioned nacea.

SOURCE: 1980 U.S. Cen4u4 Repoats.

Indiana's minority population is concentrated in a few coun-
tie14. Nearly 314,000 of the 486,000 minorities in Indiana (64.6%)
lived in Marion and Lake Counties in 1980. Marion County had the
largest county minority population (164,000), almost all of which
(more than 20% of the county) was Black. However, Lake County
contains a larger percent concentration of minorities (28.6%), of
which 126,000 were Blacks and nearly 21,000 were Hispanic (this.
is the highest number of Hispanics in any county). More than 10%
of the populations of Allen and St. Joseph Counties are made up
of minorities. It is significant that the proportion and numbers
of Whites are decreasing, while the proportion and numbers of
Minorities are growing throughout the State as a whole.

NOTE: Each of tventy-tvo Indiana counties had more than 1,000 inority umbers in 1980.

See Part 2 of this series of reports for details cf each of these tventy-tvo counties.

Alien

5
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TABLE 5

POPULATION CHANGE COMPARISONS BY ETHNIC GROUPS FOR
UNITED STATES, INDIANA AND SELECTED COUNTIES: 1970 TO 1980

(NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)

Geographical Area

TOTAL WHITE MINORITY

Number Percent

1980 Change'

Number

1980

Percent

Change'

Totalli Black

iiRF-RRET
1980 Change'

Other

Number Percent

1980 Change'

Number

1980

Percent

Change'

United States 226,730 11.62 189,035 6.12 37,694.6 50.22 26,482.3 17.52 11,212.3 339.42

Indiana(Total) 5,490 5.7 5,004 3.8 485.8 30.1 414.8 16.0 71.0 347.4

Merlon County 765 -3.4 601 -8.3 164.1 19.8 155.3 15.5 8.8 249.1
Lake County 523 -4.3 373 -13.5 149.5 30.7 126.1 12.5 23.5 896.9
Allen County 294 5.0 262 1.1 31.4 54.3 26.4 36.8 5.0 370.6
St. Joseph County 241 -1.4 216 -4.1 25.5 29.9 21.6 16.2 3.9 266.5

Selected Counties 1,824 -2.12 1,453 -7.62 370.7 27.22 329.4 15.81 41.3 487.32

* Pencent change between 1970 and 1980.
1/- Estimated a4 aft Non-WiLited.
SOURCE: .1970 and 1980 Comm Repora s.

The disparity between White and Minority population change
Is accentuated In the four highest-population counties in
Indiana. The total populations of these four counties (Marion,
Lake, Allen and St. Joseph) between 1970 and 1980 decreased
39,900 (-2.1%). However, while the White population decreased
119,100 (-7.6%), the Minority population Increased 79,200
(27.2%). The greatest percentage increase of minorities was for
non-Blacks (mostly Hispanic).

11.
6
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B. Birthing Patterns

The increasing minority representation within the U.S. and
Indiana populations Is attributable to high immigration (of
Spanish and Asian persons) and also to substantially higher
fertilitg,rates of Spanish and Black women than for White
women...LI-El Asian women have the lowest rates. These high minor-
ity fertility rates are inlgontrast to the net out-migration of
Indiana's total populationw and declining White population,
thusly accelerating the relative growth of minorities.
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1/AP ne2ea4e, "Hi.apanic Population &towing Fat." USA Today, Thuraday,

2Jan. 30, 1986.
/

-.U.S. &Luau oi the Cen6u4, PkoviAionat Pujections oi the Population
State6, by Age and Sex: 1980 to 2000 (Cukkent Population Repont4,

Se/Liu P-25, No. 937). U.S. Goverment Ptinting Mice, WaAhington, V.C.,
1983, pp. 39, 41.
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The actual births In Indiana from 1970 to 1984, by race, are
shown in Table 6, where it is evident that the proportion of
minorities' births have steadily exceeded that of Whites.

TABLE 6

BIRTHS BY RACE FOR INDIANA: 1970-1984

Number of Births

Crude IlIcth

Ratesif

Percent of all

Births

FertIlltx

Ratesu
Total White Non-Nhlte White Non-Whlte Total White Non-Whlte White Non-White

1970 99,379 90,114 9,265 1.87% 2.48% 100.0% 90.68% 9.32% 8.95% 11.22%
1972 87,140 78,021 9,119

59
2.29 100.0 89.54 10.46 7.50 10.12

1974 83,240 74,185 9,055 1.51 2.16 100.0 89.12 10.88 6.88 9.20
1976 80,648 71,802 8,846 1.47 2.04 100.0 89.03 10.97 6.47 8.31

1978 83,348 74,007 9,341 1.51 2.04 100.0 88.79 11.21 6.57 8.24
1980 11,420 78,517 9,903 1.57 2.04 100.0 88.80 11.20 6.78 8.12
1982 83,890 74,560 9,330 1.50 1.86 100.0 88.88 11.12 6.38 7.26
1984 79,883 70,931 8,952 NA NA 100.0 88.79 11.21 NA NA

"8,001t4 peitze.itt popuiation.
-- Baba aa pmzemt oi Ornate popu2at2on in 6eAti2e age pexiod ( 1 5 to 45 OA.

o ag tt) .

-SOURCES: Indiaml Baba 1979-1981. Indiana State Board 06 Heath, 1984.

Augimmted ty 1-98:3 8-1984 data linom lilac= State Board (4 Heath, Octobeic 1 985,

The total number of births in Indiana decreased from 99,379
in 1970 to 80,648 in 1976, increased to 88,420 in 1980 and then
declined again to 79,883 in 1984. The 1argest part of the 1970 to
1984 decrease was in.the number of White babies, which fell from
90,114 in 1970 to only 70,931 in 1984 (a 21.31. decrease).
However, the number of Non-White babies born remained relatively
stable, starting with 9,265 in 1970 (9.3% of total births) and
ending with 8,952 in 1984 (11.2% of total births). This uneven
change is due to higher fertility rates for minorities during
this period of time, which is expected to continue. The growing
numbers of births to Hispanic mothers is not available, as the
Indiana Board of Health data shows only White and Non-White
births. However, the fertility rate (as well as the growth rate)
of Hispanics is known to be the highest of all ethnic groups.

The fertility rates (births.as a percent of fertile female
population) declined markedly from 1970 to 1982 for both Whites
and Non-Whites. As a result, the fertility rate ratio (Non-White
to White) has also declined. It should be noted, however, that
the fertility rate of Non-Whites is still higher than that of
Whites.

18
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The gradual increase in the size of the Minority population
in Indiana is based In large part on the higher birth rates of
Non-White women and the fact that a higher percentage of them are
in the fertility age range. As shown earlier in Table 2, all
minorities amounted to about 8.9% of the total population in 1980
and grew to nearly 9.5% in 1985. However, between 1982 and 1984,
fewer than 89 percent of all births were White while 11.2 percent
were Non-White.

Those who might think that the size of Indiana's minority
population, now slightly less than 10 percent, is rel-
atively "small", should note that

mThe minority population is already well over a half-million
persons,

mOne out of every four babies being born in the four counties
with the largest populations is Non-White,

mOne out of every six babies being born In the twenty-two
counties which have more than 1,000 Minorities in their
populations is Non-White, and

mThese Non-White representation rates are growing.

From 1979 to 1984, almost 80 percent of Non-White births
occurred in the 4 selected counties shown in Table 7. The fer-
tility rates (births as a percent of the female population in the
fertile ages 15 through 44) were also higher for these 4 counties.

TABLE 7

BIRTHS* BY RACE FOR INDIANA AND SELECTED COUNTIES
FOR THREE-YEAR PERIOD, 1982-1984

Geographic Area
Number of Births Percent of all Births

Total White Non-White Total White Non-White

Indiana 244,550 217,175 27,375 100.0% 88.8% 11.2%'

Selected Counties
Marion County 39,823 29,503 10,320 100.0% 74.1% 25.9%
Lake 24,521 16,666 7,855 100.0 68.0 32.0
Allen 14,061 12,070 1,991 100.0 85.8 14.2
St. Joseph 10,535 8 865 1 670 1.00.0

4 County Total 88,940 67,104 21,836 100.0% 75.4% 24.6%
% of Racial Group 36.4% 30.9% 79.8%

SOURCE: Inc Uana Sta,te Board o Heath, Octobeit. 1985.

In Indiana in 1980 the number of children for every thousand
women of standard child-bearing age was higher for Minorities
than for Whites. For every thousand women (by ethnic group) 15
through 24 years old, the number of children for Minorities (570)
was almost twice the White number (332). The number of children
for Minorities was also much higher than for Whites for both the
25 through 34 age-group (1,911 vs. 1607) and the 35 through 44
age-group (3,196 vs. 2,725). One exception is that the number of
Oriental American children was much lower than even for Whites.

9
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12. EDUCATION TRENDS1

A. Adult Educational Levels

With the rapidly increasing ethnic-minority pop-
ulations, one concern is the relatively low educational
attainment levels of adults. Except,for Asian Ameri-
cans (who tend to be well-educated)=/, ethnic-minority
adults are much less-well educated than Whitg gdults;
this is especially true for Spanish persons.-"I Edu-
cational level patterns of minorities in Indiana para-
llel those of the U.S. in general. (See Table 8 on the'
next page.)

According to the 1980 Census, of .the 133 million
adults 25 years of age or older in the United States,
almost one-third had obtained at least one year of
post-high school education, with one out of six ob-
taining four or more years. However, much higher per-
centage of Whites (33%) and Oriental Americans (507.)
obtained at least one year of higher education than did
Hispanics (161.), Blacks (22%), or Native Americans
(24%).

Of the 3 million adults in Indiana, only one-fourth had one
or more years of higher education, which Is well below the U.S.
(or Mid-West) averages. Oriental Americans and Whites again had
higher percentages achieving at least one year of higher educa-
tion than did Hispanics, Blacks, or Native Americans. In con-
trast, a higher percentage of Hispanic adults, as well as Native
American and Black adults, had less than a high school education
than did Oriental American or White adults.

The educational levels of Indiana adults also varied across
counties. For example, when examining the four highest populated
counties in Indiana, while the percentage of total population
with one or more years of higher education was 32 percent for
Allen County and 31 percent for Marion County, it was only 22
percent for Lake County and 28 percent for St. Joseph County.
Similarly, the percentage of Hispanics with such education was
highest for Marion and Allen Counties and lower for Lake and St.
Joseph Counties. (Lake County contains the largest percentage of
all Indiana Hispanic adults.) Conversely, the percentage of
Blacks with one or more years of higher education was highest for
St. Joseph and Lake Counties but slightly lower for Allen and
Marion Counties.

1/Paut Ctancy, "1411 &math on Warn4 ie. the USA." USA Today, Thuk4day,

2Oct 10 1985.
/
John S. Lang 6 Jeannye Thornton, "The Diaappeaxirng Sokdet." U.S. Nem 6

2/ Woad Repott, Aug. 19, 1985, pp. 30-31.
11, AP AeLea4e, "Hioanic Poputation &towing Fa4t." USA Todaw, Thuuday,

Jan. 30, 1986, p.
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TABLE 8

BY AMEliliST.9grikillAkinblER69 1980

United States

Elem. High School College
0 - 8 1 - 3 4 1 - 3 4+ N=

Total 18.3% 15.3% 34.6% 15.7% 16.2% 132,835,687
White 16.6 17:1- 35.7 16.0 17.1 114727071184
Black 27.0 21.8 29.3 13.5 8.4 13,195,318
Hispanic 45.7 16.4 22.0 10.4 5.5 2,497,504
Native Amer. 25.0 19.5 31.3 16.5 7.7 715,458
Asian & Pac. 16.4 8.8 24.7 17.2 32.9 2,137,023

Isle.

Elem.

Indiana

High School College0-8 1 - 3 4 1 - 3 4+ N=

Total 16.6% 17.11.
76.-6-

41.7% 12.1% 12.5% 3,135,772
White 74274 12.1 12.8 2,903,445
Black 21.0 24.7 34.3 12.9 7.0 200,639
Hispanic 41.5 16.6 26.8 8.9 6.3 13,461
Native Amer. 21.5 24.2 33.3 14.4 6.7 5,238
Asian & Pac. 13.3 9.1 19.5 12.0 46.0 12,989

Isle.

Four Largest Indiana Countless
Marion, Lake, Allen & St: Joseph

Elem. High School College
N=3. 1 - 3 4+

Total 15.3% 17.4%

_4_

39.1% 13.9% 14.1% 1,041,750
White 14.0 16.0 707-4- 14.1 1574 863.069
Black 20.8 25.0 34.2 13.2 6.8 160,702
Hispanic 41.5 18.0 26.7 8.6 5.1 10,361
Native Amer. 19.0 22.0 31.5 17.6 10.0 1,850
Asian & Pac. 13.9 9.1 18.2 13.8 45.0 5,771

Isle

SOURCE; 1980 U.S. Cen4u4 Repo/U4.

In all of the adult.(25 years old or older) populations
shown above, a much higher proportion of Whites than Blacks
completed high school, proportionately more Blacks are high
school dropouts, and a higher proportion of Asian Americans have
attained a bachelors or higher degree. (See Section 2C.)
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B. K-12 Enrollment

The number of public school students in Indiane ss.been
declining and, with the exception of cyclical period:. of retrace-
ment, are projected to continue to decline to at least the year2004 (See Figure 1). However, the percent of Minority studentsis projected to Increase throughout the foreseeable future. Each
lower grade has a higher proportion of minority studentu, which
will result in a higher proportion of Minorities In upper grades
and among high school graduates in the years to come. Examples
which illustrate these findings are presented below for enroll-
ments in the 1st, 8th and 12th grades.

TABLE 9

ENROLLMENT OF INDIANA STUDENTS IN 1ST. 8TH & 12TH GRADES
BY WHITE & MINORITY GROUPS FOR YEARS 1985 AND 2004

Total White All'
Grade Year Number Non-Hispanic Minorities

1st 1984 76,254 65,289 10,965
Grade 2004 69 101 56 753 12 348

Change -7,153 -8,536 +1,383

8th 1984 79,906 70,379 9,527
Grade 2004 66 027 54 973 11 054

Change -13,879 -15,406 +1,527

12th 1984 68,646 61,470 7,176
Grade 2004 58,961 50,539 8,422

CFEFIFF -9,685 -10,931 +1,246

'Projections of ist 'graders (1985-1990), 8th graders (1985-1991 and 12 graders (1985-
2000) are based on the number of actual llve births through 1984 with the projected numbers
of students for later years based on birthing patterns.

SOURCE: Indiana Dept. o Education EIR-1 Repoxt4.

Note that all of thi above projection for 1st, 8th and 12th grade students show
(1) A decrease In the total numbers at each grade level,
(2) A larger decrease of White students than the total decrease, because of
(3) An increase In the actual numbers of Minority students.

The larger numbers of Minorities in the successively lowergrades show that this trend will accelerate over time. Note alsothat, by the year 2004, about 18% of the first grade class willbe made up of Minorities. However, some counties, such as
Marion, Lake, Allen, St. Joseph and Vanderburgh, will have much
higher ratios of minorities to White students. (The Indianapolis
school system is already more than 507. Minority.).

22
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Projections oF 12th graders and high school graduates show
that a rather steady decline can be anticipated. There were
approximately 68,600 students in the 12th grade in 1984-85 and
66,300 graduates. With a few minor bumps, a decline to almost
S9 000 students in the 12th rade is ro ected b the ear 2004
(a 141. reduction).

z.117_

Figure 1 on the next page graphically illustrates the down-
ward trend of total numbers of students in the 1st, 8th and 12th
grades: actual numbers from 1978 thru 1984, projected numbers
through the year 2004. However, the numbers of Minority students
actually grow over this period, thereby becoming a larger propor-
tion of the total. The larger numbers at each lower grade level
indicate the proportion of Minorities will become larger over
time.

1323
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C. Secondary School Dropout

(1) General Situation

Of special concern with an increasing proportion of ethnic
minority public school students are their higher secondary educa
tion dropout rates. Although the graduation rates of Black and
Spanish persons seem to have improved slightly since the mid-
1970s, these gr9tips' rates are still well below the rate for
White students.11 According to the 1980 U.S. Census, secondary
school dropout is especially high for Hispanic and Native Ameri
can students. Moreover, ethnicminority students (except for
Asian Americans) are more likely to be retained at a grade level
rather than being promoted to the next one along with their
class.

In a major survey of educators, a profile of high school
dropouts has been formulated:

Nigh school drop-outs have a rather typical profile. They are usually from low-income

or poverty settings, often from a minority group background (although not often Asian-

American), have very low basic academic skills, especially reading and math, have parents

who are not high school graduates and who are generally uninterested In the child's pro-

gress In school, and do not provide a support system for academic progress. English is

often not the major language spoken In the home, and many are children of single parents.

Dropouts are heavier among sales than females -- males tend to leave school to get a job

(which usually turns out to be a failure), while females tend to drop out in order to have

a child. Drop-outs are generally bored In school, they perceive themseives,4ccurately as

failures In the school culture, and are usually very alienated from school.i,

One widelyheld view among the interviewed educators was
that intervention occurs too late during a student's development,
with certain parts of the profile of the dropoutprone student
visible as early as the third grade. "To allow these sores to
fester until the eleventh gsqde is to virtually guarantee that
the student will drop out."=f

Nany localities have developed excellent drop-out prevention programs. Particularly

useful are thz programs which combine intensive, individualized training in the basic

skills with work-related projects. Vocational education and work-study strategies seem to

work well, as does the 'alternative high school' pattern. Nhen the relation between

education and work becomes clear, most of these potential drop-outs can be motivated to

stay in school and perform at a higher level.

. . . Nore and more sophisticated counselling was mentioned often, as was a variety of

efforts to coordinate the work of family, school and social welfare agencies In keeping

potential drop-outs in school, end increasing their educational success.

Ne also discovered a widespread concern that the current state of state-based 'reform'

legislation will only increase the group of push-outs to be added to the drop,outs. Elim-

inating low performers from the public schools was seen as a way :If displacing the pro-

blem, not solving it. Out of school, these students present Nora of a social and economic

problem than they do IN schools. If there were other institutions that formed a 'safety

liCalmegie Foundation 6oh. the Advancement o6 Teaching, "Ptanning 6oh. the
Flame." Cdhalge, May/June 1985, pp.31-32.

--HMotd L. Ho g on, Att One. S 4tem: Vemogicaphic4 o6 Education,
Kindertganten thicou0 oat. The tuotitue tion Educationat
Leadmaip, Int., Wa.shington, P.C., 1985, pp. 11-12.
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nets to catch the drap-outs from schools, one might feel differently about It. But
no such safety net exists, at least for educational purposes.

. . .Key to all of these early intervention programs Is sae fora of home support.Y

(2) Indiana Dropouts

During the 1984-85 school year there were 20,680 dropouts
from grades 7 through 12. This indicates a dropout rate of 4.48percent of the 461,445 students. This dropout rate is an in-crease over 1981-82 and represents a reversal of a previously
decreasing rate. Significantly, the dropout rate is much higher
for Minority students. For example, the dropout rate for Hispan-
ics in 1984-85 was 8.8%, which compares to only 4.2% of White
students. The lowest rate (3.4%) is enjoyed by Asian students,
which is lower than that of Whites or of any other minority.)
Unless something is done to correct the higher dropout rates of
certain Minorities, the overall State rate will go up as the
numbers of Minorities continue to increase over time.

During the 1984-85 school year, students in the upper 25% of
their class had a dropout rate of only .70 percent; this compares
with a dropout rate of 10.34 percent for the lowest 257. of stu-
dents which have a high proportion of Minorities. Of course,
dropping out of high school Is related to higher unemployment
rates and lower wages (See Section 5 on Employment).

TABLE 10

STUDENT WITHDRAWAL FRgl GRADES 7-1211 FOR
'NDIANA BY ETHNIC GROUP' 1978-79 TO 1984-85

1978-79 1980-81 1982-83 1984-85
All Ethnic Groups

12,001

501,213
4.6%

18,483
471,836

3.9%

20,680
461,445

4.5%

# of Dropouts 28,237
# Enrollment 540,939
% Dropouts 5.2%

yAite, NonHispanic
# of Dropouts 23,504 18,899 15,259 17,055
# Enrollment 480,584 444,456 416,760 405,963
% Dropouts 4.9% 4.3% 3.7% 4.2%

Black, NonHispanic
# of Dropouts 3,392 3,464 2,655 2,827
# of Enrollment 51,490 48,017 46,273 46,105
% Dropouts 7.6% 7.2% 5.7% 6.1%

Hispanic
# of Dropouts 684 467 474 576
# of Enrollment 6,748 6,403 6,158 6,533
% Dropouts 10.15 7.3% 7.7% 8.8%

liftetudeb "Otha" non-Achoot taated AtaA0K4, which inctudeA death, moving
out-oi-Atate, not ennotting in eukkent 4choot yam. (i.e., withdkawat

11 aitek put:iota Achoot yeak).
I/Ethnic. gtoup numbea may not add up to totatA beeau4e oi ma4ing data.

SOURCE: Student Dupout Data (EIR-Vrabutationa), Indiana Dept. oli Education,
DiviAion oti Educationat Inimmation 6 Re6eanch, 1985.
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0. College Enrollment

(I) General Situation

reedroments ars changing ho ewe highly *WM lark force Is

aseseury if laillase is ts be cometitive la attracting and retailing

desirable hilestries. Drat lacrosse, aid mere effective participstion

la ostaessebry miseetlen Is critical ts the future ecessale and will
usli-iming of ladle&

weather Inestlal eanstIssel tot is the enrollee of carrot embers of the vskfarce.
...he slasrities lame lane percentage of the Indians ark fern, the education of
alaaritles la iodise News laeremingly leertant for the Mere mole and social
vitality of the detfMul.

Participation in postsecondary education Is specially crit-
ical for Indiana which seems to be experiencing a nil 1211 (ap-
proximately 10%) of college-bound students.

While the number of high school graduates (and thus. poten-
tial Immediate college-bound students) has substantially de-
creased since 1979-80 and is projected to continue its decline,
the number of graduating high school Minority studnts has been
Increastnelboth numerically and proportionately, especially among
Blacks.gamf However, the college enrollment of White high school
graduates has been Increasing slightly numerically and propor-
tionately. while Minority enrollment also Increased but peaked in
1990 and hgs,119ce declined, specially for Black high school
graduates.AJA=mw Minorities are becoming increasingly under-
represented In postsecondary education, except for Asian Americans.

In Indiana. Black college egcollment declined almost 16
percent from 1980-01 to 1984 -85.4.1 This decline is specially
important to Indiana because of the increasing representation of
Minorities In the potential college-bound population and because
of Indiana's college attendance rate being well below that of

!haloes Camaisaion doe Niglio Education, Amnia Roost (eg), Indianapolia, Int
Macke /M.

*he COMM amid.Naar red

theMaraW
al Nob. 1084.
v Ian liallatt, msaL IsutLvso z ot Educationat Repast oi the

Fame on Mt 114 04
ElontatiarSacondoeg and Pbs.te Edneational Police). Amiga* Council on
Mead" Fame oiEdneatioisal a ludas, and Instttutc 04 Educational

A, lanimakip, 1983.
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the national/ 68 percent versus 82 percent for IndAna and the
U.S., respectively, In 1982, ranking Indiana 33rd..11

Two other phenomena of major importance have also been ob-
served. First, a growing prnportion of enrollment,In higher
education is shifting from full-time to part-time.m/ This'de-
cline is especially Important for the future because more than
half the higher education enrollment of the two fastest growing
ethnic groups (Asian American and Hispanic) Is part-time -- and
the other ethnic groups are not far behind.

Second, enrollment in four-year institutions has been declining
while enrollment in two-year institutions has been increasing.
This decline occurred for all major ethnic groups, excepl Hispan-
ics and Native American, who were already predominately enrolled
In two-year Institutions (this tatter was also the case with low
socio-economic status students)-"I From 1976 to 1982 total en-
rollment in four-year colleges grew just under 8 percent while
total enrollment in two-year colleges grew more than 21 percent.
For Minorities the four-year growth was 15 percent, while the two-
year growth was 30 percent. These national trends apply also to
Indiana where a higher proportion of Black students were pursuing
certificgte and associate degree educational levels in 1982 than
in 1980.2/ Finally, the underrepresentation of Minorities in
higher education has become extended beyond the four- and two-,,,
year instititutions to all postsecondary educational programs.a`f

One of the most frequently identified "causes" for low Minor-
ity participation In 41ghor1edygation Is Inadequate or inappro-
priate financial ald.`' ' '"""/ Finalgclvt aid is necessitated
by inadequate socio-economic restriDes,=,==/ often made worse by
fluctuating economic conditions.` " Because of the student's
socio-economic background, the mix within the financial aid pagls-
age is also highly important: grants, loans, work-study, etc.2/
"A debt load of up to $10,000 at the conclusion of a four-year
degree program can prove a very strong deterrent to a lower

P6. Vance Giant 8 Leo J. Eiden V est o4 Education Statistics. Washington, D.C.:
el National Centea ioa EducatiOn tAts, 1982, p. 147--
vif,The Cotteye Enttance Examination Boarcd.
""The College Board, Equality and Excellence: The Educational Status oi Slack Ammicans.

New Vora: The College Entrance Examination Woad, 1985. (See Attachment I.)
- -IVaitaie Lee, ACCU6 tO Higher,. Education: The ExpetZence oi Btacka, Hi0011444 and Low

Socio-Economic Status Whites. Washington, D.C.: Amealcan Council on Education,
lo, VisAtion col Potiey Anatyas and Reaeartch, May 1985. (See Attachment III.)
- 1(Ameaican Council on Education, "Vim Outlook iox Nino/titles in Nighea Ed Continues."

hek Education 8 Nat/one/ Vol. 34 (No. 19), Oct. 14, 1985, pp. 1,5.

13/ Vitnitettet oil the ACEI

- -Scott jaschih, "Decline in Enuatment oi 8taek4 Seen Unte64 States Stint Nem Pcogruums."

1A1 The. Chnonicte o hek Educatton Jan. 8, 1986.

'"JoRPE-Pial--Thi4EligZSEUITOUCk Students in Nighea Education: Can Vectine4 Be
Puven.tede The Southan Reaionat Education &mad, 1985. (Repokted in The ?undue
Exponent, Ftiday, Jan. 24, 1986)
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income person whose annual family income is half that amount.JJ
(pp. 13-14) Another causal factor Is the lack of a Resgeived
relationship between a college degree and a good job,2."-=' and "It
Is most difficult for a low income minority young person to take
a long term view when he or she has immegtate needs for funds to
support themselves and/or their family".=1(p.16) In addition,
there oftemnAxists inadequate high school academic and career
couns214nig,"' and thus Inadequate or incorrect academic prepara
tion, " " as well as higher admissions standards of educe
tional Institutions. la,

With the decrease in the number of hiah school graduates,
another explanation for lower participation rates is greater
competition for the students' seGyices, especially by the armed
forces and business or industry,bi However, offsetting some of
the losses of high school graduates participation, will be an
increase in the numbers of adults participating in higher educa
tional efforts.

Lifelong learning Is here today for about half of the American adult population
ready or not. Colleges and universities are a part of this picture, but only a part....

Given the demography plus the disaggregation of the providers of educational services, the
portion of the total pie for colleges and universities will continue to decline...

It is also clear that for the next decade, the only growth area In education will be
In adult and continuing education, with increases in elementary schools in certain

regions....3Ihis Is why by 1992, half of all college students will be over 25 and 20% will
be over 35.-1 (pP.3,16)

A strong growth market In higher education during the decade sill be the adult

learner -- probably a worker, probably a head of household, and probably a woman or minor -

Ity....And higher education has lost and will continue to lose 'market share' as the number

of adults engaged in serious education and training programs continues to increase.... The

other alternative is to stick with familiar programs and students, 41,Ion9 as institutions

plan for a smaller student body with very different characteristics121(p.6)

Increasing Minority enrollment (admission) In higher educa
tion Is only the first step, however. Students who partictpate
must persist and graduate in their educational programs.41=1
Reasons for dropping out of higher education tend to be the same
ones as those keeping other potential students from even enrol
ling, such as insufficient funds, inadequar_pigh school prepara
tion for college, and inadequate cownscOn , as well as a
scarcity of appropri@Ve role models' I and social/cultural
adjustment problems.m1

College retention and graduation is especially serious for
Minorities and low socioeconomic status (SES) Whites who, since
1975 have been twice as likely as highSES Whites to no longer be
enrolled two years afte- entrance. Although Blacks' college
graduation ratp increa_ed significantly from the mid-1960s

iu/through 1970,4-1 they have declined since 1975.-- Moreover,
while enrollment in twoyear institutions has been increasing,
retention rates are lower vow for fouryear institutions, espe
cially for Black students.1=f
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"In our increasingly technological,society, choice of fields
is an important dimension of equality"gf(p.6). Although over the
past decade.Slacks have become more similar to Whites in the
fields of study in which they receive their higher education
degrees, at each postsecondary educational level Blacksime under
represented in math and sciencerelated degree ficlds.121
Rather, degrees of Blacks are still concentrated in education,
the humanities, and the social sciences,_where salaries tentla
be lowest and unemplovment rates highest of degree occupatiws.
These occupational choices are influenced by, among other things,
parental education and their own early educational preparation
and achievement.

...lie need to mike a major commitment, as educators, to see that all our students In

higher education have the opportunity to perform academically at a high level. There will

be barriers of color, language, culture, attitude that will be greater than any we have

faced before, as Spanish-speaking students are joined by those from Thailand and Vietnam.
The task will be not to lower the standards but to Increase the effort. To do so will be

to the direct benefit of all Americans, as a new generation of people becoae a part of our

fabric, adding the high level of energy and creativity that has always been characteristic
of groups who are making their way In America. Their numbers are now so large th4t If they

do not succeed, all of us will have diminished futures. That Is the new reality...11(p.18)
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(2) College Enrollment in Indiana

As stated in the previous section, the college
attendance rates of Indiana high school graduates
have persistently fallen below National and Mid-
western Regional averages. However, there have been
differences in what types of postsecondary institu-
tions are included in calculating the "college" or
"postsecondary" attendance rates. Table 11 illustrates this
point. Therefore, it is necessary, when comparing rates, to
assure that the same defined populations are included or excluded.

TABLE 11

INDIANA HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES' COLLEGE ENROLLMENT RATES

1984 GRADUATES - 67 445 IRIS GRADUATES - 64.904

Number of

Graduates

Enrolling

Cumulative Cumulative

Number Percent

Type of

institution

Number of

Graduates

Enrolling

Cumulative Cumulative

Number Percent

24,063 24,063 35.7% 4-Year 24,261 24,261 37.4%
3,280 27,343 40.5 ( 4-Year 2,910 27,239 42.0
5,271 32,614 48.4 Voc'1.-Tech 5,065 32,304 49.8
1,787 34,401 51.0 Business 1,925 34,229 51.9
944 35,345 52.4 Nursing 041 35,076 54.0

3,641 38,986 57.8 Military 3,576 38,652 59.5
OM.

SOURCE: Indiana Vepardment oil Education, Viv. o Educationat Intiouation
and Wean* IndianapotiA, In.

The above data'show that although fewer H.S. graduates were
enrolled in the five listed types of post-secondary institutions
in 1985 than in 1984, a higher percent of graduates attended
these institutions in 1985 than In 1984. Of course this Is
because the number of graduates decreased from 67,445 In 1984 to
64,904 in 1985. The largest percentage and numerical enrollment
increases were in 4-year institutions (which is a change over
previous years, when the less-than-4-year institutions gained
most). Business schools and military service also showed gains
in 1985 over the previous year.

For a review of college enrollments in Indiana from 1977-78
to 1984-85, see Table 12 on the following page.



TABLE 12

INDIANA HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION RATES.
HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT. AND MILITARY ENLISTMENT:

1977-78 TO 1984-85

Graduates Enrolled in Higher Education Institutionsli

School

Year

Total

Number of

6raduates

Total 11

-1Nuiirgiiiiil
4-yr.

Inst.

Percent

Noel/

Tech.

Percent

Business

School

Percent

Nursing

School

Percent

Other

Inst.

Military

Enlistment

Number Percent

1977-78 77,134 33,834 43.86% 32.81% 5.30% 2.17% 1.20% 2.32% 2,010 2.61%
1978-79 77,418 34,765 44.91% 33.37% 5.40% 1.94 1.06 3.09% 1,941 2.51%
1979-80 75,639 34,250 45.28% 32.90% 5.871 2.15% 1.16% 3.20% 2,267 3.00%
1960-61 75,557 36,928 41.87% 34.91% 7.03% 2.34% 1.23% 3.43% 2,852 3.78%

1911-82 76,032 35,098 46.16% 32.32% 6.69% 2.211% 1.32% 3.55% 3,148 4.14%
1962-03 72,560 35,615 49.08% 34.12% 7.36% 2.39% 1.36% 3.63% 3,311 5.41%
1983-84 67,445 35,345 52.41% 35.68% 7.82% 2.65% 1.40% 4.86% 3,641 5.40%
1984-05 64,904 35,076 54.04% ,37.38% 7.81% 2.97% 1.30% 4.59% 3,576 5.51%

1/
7,Regutak + (mid-ttkm) 4pec2at 9kaduate4, excluding GOT gkaduatea.

entitavelvt.

SOURCE: Indiana Dept. oi Education, Vqmiaion 06 Educationat I:tic:a:nation and
Redseakch, Indianapota, In.

The numbers of Indiana high school graduates declined 14.6%
(11,128 students) between 1981-82 and 1984-85 (from 76,032 to
64,904). With a few aberations, this decline is projected to
continue to drop, falling below 50,000 by the year 2,000 (also
see Figure 1 in SectIon2). However, since 1981-82 there has been
an increase In the percentage of high school graduates attending
higher education institutions from 45% to 54%, so that the num-
bers who have enrolled have remained relatively constant at about
35,000. It is expected that this number will begin a decline in
the Imminent future. Part of the loss will probably be filled by
an increasing number of working adults and part-time students.

The numbers (and percentages) of minorities attending
various Indiana institutions of higher education vary
significantly (see Table 13 on the next page).
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TABLE 13

ENROLLMENT AT SELECTED INDIANA INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
RANKED BY NON-FOREIGN MINORITY REPRESENTATION: 1984
(INSTITUTIONS WITH MORE THAN 80 MINORITY STUDENTS)

111110MTIES
Total -Percent Pircent Percent

institution

Number

1100%1

White'

15167-17ffiT
All Minorities Percent

Black

Percent

Hispanic

Native

Amer.

Asian

Amer.

Foreign

Students*Number % Total

Martin Center College 140 11 7.9% 129 92.1% 92.1%

Clark College 537 216 40.2 308 57.4 55.7 .9% .7% 2.4%
IVTC - Northwest 3,314 1,928 58.2 1,386 41.8 32.5 8.5 .5% .4

111 - Northwest 4,686 3,232 69.0 1,435 30.6 23.0 6.8 .1 .7 .4

Calumet College 1,130 842 74.5 287 25.4 11.5 13.6 .3 .1

IVIC - Central 4,427 3,402 76.8 1,025 23.2 21.5 .8 .4 .5

Purdue - Calumet 7,446 6,325 84.9 1,113 14.9 7.5 6.5 .2 .8 .1

ISU - Terre Haute 11,618 9,185 79.1 1,229 10.6 7.8 .4 .2 2.2 10.4

IUPUI - Indianapolis 23,366 20,659 88.4 2,463 10.5 7.6 .8 .2 2.0 1.0

Marian College 1,044 917 87.8 110 10.5 9.4 .5 .7 1.6

IVTC - North Central 2,352 2,154 91.6 198 8.4 6.3 .7 1.1 .3

IVTC - East Central 1,824 1,672 91.7 152 8.3 7.7 .1 .4 .2 -

!VIC - Northeast 3,318 3,065 92.7 253 7.6 6.5 .5 .1 .5 -

Indiana Central Univ. 2.999 2,764 92.2 225 7.5 5.3 .6 1.0 .6 .3

U. of Notre Dame 9,461 8,433 89.1 674 7., 2.2 3.1 .3 1.5 3.7

Anderson College 2,022 1,841 91.0 141 7.0 4.2 .2 2.3 .3 2.0

IU - Bloomington 32,715 28,480 87.1 2,256 6.9 4.3 1.1 .2 1.3 6.0

ITT Tech. Inst.-Ft. Wayne 1,252 1,166 93.1 86 6.9 6.3 .3 .2 -

Butler Univ. 4,030 3,744 92.9 270 6.7 4.8 .9 .1 .9 .4

Purdue - W. Lafayette 31,852 28,395 89.1 1,956 6.1 3.0 1.2 .2 1.7 4.7

!VIC - Kokomo 1,388 1,303 93.9 85 6.1 4.6 .7 .4 .4 -

Vincennes Univ. 6,688 6,144 91.9 404 6.0 5.5 .2 .0 .2 2.1

IU - South Bend 5,442 5,142 94.5 281 5.2 3.9 .6 .1 .6 .3

IVTC - Wabash Valley 1,667 1,583 95.0 84 5.0 3.6 .6 .5 .4

IUPU - Fort Wayne 10,171 9,648 94.9 486 4.8 3.5 .6 .1 .6 .4

Ball St. Univ. 17,370 16,401 94.4 787 4.5 3.2 .6 .3 .5 1.0

Purdue - North Central 2,616 2,508 95.9 108 4.1 2.4 1.0 .2 .6

U. of Evansville 4,208 3,825 90.9 149 3.5 2.8 .2 .1 .4 5.6

IU - Kokomo 2,499 2,408 96.4 86 3.4 1.8 .9 .4 .4 .2

1SU - Evansville 3,848 3,692 95.9 126 3.3 2.7 .2 .1 .3 .8

Valparaiso Univ. 3,958 3,753 94.8 114 2.9 1.4 .6 .4 .6 2.3

IU - Southeast 4,399 4,283 97.4 108 2.5 1.8 .2 .2 .3 .2

* Not inetuded in White on Milton-Wes' data, but included .ut Tame Numben.

Sowtee: U.S. Vept. o Eduea,tion'4 Mize ion Cara. Rights. Repoicted in
Chnonitte oiS Highen Eduea.ti.on, Pee. 5, 1984, p.13.

Minority enrollment In Indiana higher education is spread throughout a number and
variety of institutions. The largest concentrations (percentages) of minority students
in 1984 were found in Martin Center College, Clark College, 1VTC-Northwest, 1U-North-
west, Calumet College, IVTC-Central, and Purdue-Calumet. However, the largest numbers
of minority students were found in IUPU-1ndianapolis, Ili-Bloomington, and Purdue - West
Lafayette. Note also that 12.9 percent (3426) of 1VTC'S 26,576 students were minori-
ties, compared to 8.0 percent of Indiana's total number of students in higher education.
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An excellent summary statement concerning the impact on
higher education that increasing proportions of Blacks and
Hispanics in Indiana's population will have is contained in the
following excerpt from the most recent annual report of the
Indiana Commission for Higher Education:

Increasinglinorityjnrollment In EgmEducation

After reaching a peak enrollment of 20,111 (7.7% of total enrollment) In 1980-81, black
enrollment In Indiana higher education has declined each succeeding year. In 1983-84, the
percentages of Blacks enrolled in higher education was 6.1% of total enrollment. Meanwhile
In 1980 Blacks represented 1.6% of those In the age group 15-19. The general trend In
participation In higher education by Hispanics Is even worse.

As e1norities become a large percentage of the Indiana work form the education of
minorities In Indiana becomes increasingly laportant for the future economic and social
vitality of the state.

Conclusion: Increased and more effective participation In higher education by Indiana's

minority population Is essential If Um skilled work force necessary for continued economic
growth Is to be available In Indiana.1/(p.19)
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3. STUDENT ACADEMIC PREPARATIONj

A. Tested Ability or Achievement

(1) Reading Proficiency: National Assessment.

The past decade and a half has Min a period of considerable change and turmoil In
American education. The social and educational reforms of the late 1960s and early 1910s
were followed first by the back to basics movement, and later by the reaffirmation of
traditional academic goals as the central focus of schooling. The trends In reading
proficiency between 1971 and 1984 suggest,that these broad movements have Indeed had their
effects on improved student achlevement.1/(p. 7)

This National Assessment generally found better reading proficiency for stu-
dents tested (among 9, 13 and 17-year olds) but, significant to this study, report-
ed major differences between average reading proficiency among White, Black and
Hispanic students.li These differences in scores are apparent in Table 14 and
Figures 2A and 3, where it can be seen that the reading proficiency of Black and
Hispanic students, despite some improvement, is approximately the same as White
students three to four years younger. Thus, minority students tend to read at
approximately one proficiency level below White students.

READING PROFICIEINCIMEP SCORES - 198411
9-vear-olds 13-year-olds 17-year-olds

National Aver. 213.2 257.8 288.2
By Race:
White 220.1 263.4 294.6
Hispanic 193.0 239.2 268.7Black 188.4 236.8 263.5

Nelate" inctluieo a2Z Atuderva 'ma Stack oft Kapanic Ulan, Native Mexican).

Definitions (range of 0 to 500)

150 - Rudimentary -- carry out simple, discrete reading tasks,

200 - Basic -- understand specific or sequentially-related simple information,

250 - intermediate -- search for specific information, Interrelate ideas, and make simple generalizations,
300 - Adept -- find, understand, summarize,

and explain relatively complicated inforeation, and
350 - Advanced -- synthesize and learn from specialized and complex reading materials.

NCTE: Compaubte doubt Scot IndUta mite tta conzitabte to the authou.

Of special concern is that, among pre-high school students (13-year-olds),
whereas two of three White students are able to read at the Intermediate level,
only one of three Black and Hispanic students are able to do so. Moreover, among
pre-college students (17-year-olds), while almost half the White students can
read at the Adept level, only one of five Black and Hispanic students can do so.
Finally, critical to the question of ability to do college-level work, of the 17-
year-olds, only one out of 17 White students and one out of 100 Minority students
can read at the Advanced-proficiency level. (These proficiengvdeficiencies are
probably sim;iar for other abilities.) In addition to the Important differences
In reading proficiencies between ethnic groups,thereare also important differ-
ences by type of community. The lowest average reading proficiencies are appar-
ent for students who live in a disadvantaged urban community; scoring slightly
higher are those in rural communities; and highest scores are made by student in
advantaged urban communities. See Figure 2 on the next page.

liNationat Aedeeement o Educationat INOW64, The Readi_i Reportt Cad: Pkopg.64
,Towatd Excettengle in OUlt SebOat4. (Repatt NO. 15-R-UT). Ptinceton:
"Educational Te4ting Smite, 195. (See Attachment IV.)
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F I GURE 2A

Trends in Average Reading Proficiency for White,
Black, and Hispanic Students by Year of Birth
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F GURE 2B

'kends in Average Reading Proficiency for
Type of Community
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The National Assessment made several observations with
respect to influences on reading proficiency:

°The influence of hole environment is apparent from the positive relationship between read-

ing proficiency and both available reading material In the hose and level of parental
education....

4'51x or more hours of TV viewing per day Is consistently and strongly related to lower

reading proficiency for all three age groups. In 1984, fully 27 percent of 9-year-olds

reported watching more than six hours of television per day, up from 18 percent four years
earlier.

°In general, students who receive homework assignments and do them tend to read better than

students who do not have homework or who do not do it..1./(p. 7)

However, with respect to developing reading proficiency, "the
reduction of television watching in and of itself without substi
tuting reading activities, homework, or other related experiences
seems unlikely to be effective"(p. 55).

Results from the 1984 assessment

suggest two agendas for the future: continued special attention to disadvantaged and

minority children and increased emphasis on higher-level reading skills for all..

Yet improvements in higher-level reading skills cannot come about simply by an emphasis on

reading instruction in isolation from the other work students do in school. To foster

higher-level literacy skills Is to place a new and special emphasis on thoughtful, critical

elaboration of ideas and understanding drawn from the material students read and from what
they already know.1/(p. g)

(2) Standardized Achievement Tests: National

In an examination of the educational status of Black2Americans,/ the College Entrance Examination Board observed
following:

°The educational performance of black students in elementary and secondary schools, as

measured by standardized achievement test scores, rose in many areas over the decade of the

1910s, but It remained lower than that of non-blacks by 1980.

o The strongest gains In mathematics and reading test scores were registered by young black

students, particularly those from urban, disadvantaged commufilties....

o However, gains In mathematics and science were far less substantial than for reading, and

black 17-year olds showed stable or declining scores on achievement 4easures in reading,

mathematics, and scienc%.

°Black students of al! 42,

recall) than in the area

Ions), and least wel! :n

Problems and use wit .-)0

l'erformed better In the area of mathematical knowledge (factual

,Whematical skills (performing computations and manipulat-

.e 0:ea of mathematical applications (the ability to solve

41. reasoning). (pp.1-7)

the

2/
.The Cottege Boatd, Equati.ty and Excettence: The Edacationat Stata4 oi Mak

AmeAlcana (DhalSt). Nem Walt: The Cottege Entuttee Examination Board,
Jan. 1985. (See Attachment I.)
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A high level of academe,'" abIlity ts especially important for
those students who plan or hope to continue their education
beyond high school. However, ethnic-group differences observed
with elementary and secondary school students are also evident
with college students. For example, sophomores in Florida's
public colleges and universities are required to pass all four
parts of the state's "College-Level Academic Skills Test" before
they can earn an associate-of-arts degree or continue as jun-
lors.2/ In the March 1985 administration, while 94 percent of
White sophomores passed all four parts, 84 percent of Hispanics
and 64 percent of Blacks passed all four.

tn a major study of access to higher education in
1980,2' it has been found that 7 of 10 "high-ability" high school
seniors were still attending college two years after high school
graduation, compared to only one of four "average-ability" sen-
iors. High-ability seniors have also been twice as likely to
major in technical fields than average-ability seniors. More-
ovei-, students attending four-year colleges have scored higher, on
high school senior-year achievement tests than their two-year-
college counterparts. Of special importance to the present re-
port is the observation that Black and Hispanic students were the
least represented high school seniors in the high-ability group.

(3) Scholastfc Aptitude Test (SAT) Comparisions: U.S. II IN.

Since hitting an all-time low in 1980, scores on the College
Entrance Examination Board's Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs) havd
steadily but gradually increased through 1985.2A/ Although the
greatest increases have occurred for Minority students (those who
anticipate a college education), they are still well below those
for White students. The one exception involves Oriental Ameri-
cans, who are comparable to White students. Although students
since 1980 have been achieving improved SAT scores, their scores
still remain well below the peak achieved in 1963. Similar
results have a.1,10 been observed with American College Testing
program tests.21

3/- Jean Evangetaui, "Soph.omoneZ in Ha. Pubtle Cottege6 *At Pa66 a New Te6t of
Thein Academic Skitt.s." The Chuniete of Highen Education, July 3, 1985, p. 10.di/- Vatexie Lee, Mew to Highen. Edueatkon: The Expenienee of: Staelu, ffi.6pante4
and Low Socio-Economic Statu White.s. Dia4shington, P.C.: Amexican Councit
on Education Vivision PoLity Anaty6):6 and RetteaneA, May 1985.
(See Attachment 111.)5/- Pat Oadovenaky, "SAT4 Up 9, 'Education on Me.nd' ." USA Today, Tuosday,

z, Sept. 24, 1985.
21 13uneau of the Cen6u.6, Educ.a.tion in .the United Statos: 1940-19831 Special

Vemognaphie Anaty4i6 (CVS-85--11. (sia4hington P.C.: U.S. Vept. of Coninetze.
- (CB. Vnange, atatege Admi64ion6 Testing Wtogitam.s" (Memortandwn), Indiana

Vept. of Education. Oct.-14, 1983.
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About 34.525 Hoosiers took the SAT in 1985. The proportion
of Hoosiers taking the test was higher than the National average,
but Hoosier scores were lower (e.g., mean total SAT score was 906
Nationally and 875 for Indiana). The distribution by ethnic
group of Hoosiers taking the 1985 SAT (self-reported by the
students) was agfollowss

Hispanic
Qther

1.2%
.5%

With the exception of Asian-Americans, Minorities taking the
SAT tests wer under-represented (when compared to their propor-
tion of the population). The highest scores were attained by
Asian*Americans, followed by White students. The scores of Black
students were lowest of all groups. With the exception of Asian-
American students, more members of the other Minority groups
indicated they expected they would need remedial help In Math.
English and the Sciences.

TASLI 11
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST (SAT) AVERAGES

FOR THE UNITED STATES AND INDIANA SY ETHNIC GROUtfina76-1985
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At least since 1976. Indiana high school seniors have at-
tained lower SAT score averages than U.S. students in general.
These average score differences are due primarily to score differ-
ences between Indiana and U.S. White students. Although SAT
scores hed been declining, the last four years have witnessed
increases in SAT scores. However. White student scores are still
slightly below the 1976 averages, while scores for Minority
groups (especially Blacks. Hispanics. and American Indians) are
appreciably higher than their 1976 averages. This is true for
both Indiana and the U.S. As a result, although average scores
for Minority groups have been and remain appreciably below White
student averages, the gep hes been narrowing.
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TABLE 16
SAT SCORE COMPARISONS FOR THE U.S. AND INDIANA

BY ETHNIC GROUP, 1985

%leg1985

al SAT Scores
U.S. IN.

404 426"
445 420
368 378"
359 355
342 331

431 415

ETHNIC GROUP

Oriental American
White
Hispanic
Total Minority
Black

Total Pop.

42. 1985
Math SAT Scores
U.S. IN.

518 515
491 470
423 418
411 407
376 369

475 460
Mit

" It is apparent that in nearly all cases, Indiana stu
dents' scores were below those of the U.S. There are
two notable exceptions, the Oriental Americans and His
panics in Indiana score higher in the Verbal tests than
the U.S. Also noteworthy fs the fact that although
White students fn Indiana averaged more than 20 points
below the U.S., the total Minorities in Indiana were
only 4 points below the U.S.

An excellent statement concerning Inadequate basic skill
preparation is contained in the following excerpt from the most
recent annual report of the Indiana Commission for Higher
Education:

Improving the Preparation of Students for College Level Mork

Through its analyses of minority participation and of the extent to which enrolled

students are engaged in remedial work, the Commission has determined that a substantial

problem impeding student success in Indiana higher education Is inadequate basic skills
preparation. The Commission believes that the basic skills needed for going to college are
the same skills needed for entering the workplace.

Conclusion: A comprehensive long7tange plan for improving our students' preparation

for college and for work Is necessary.11(p. 9)
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There are considerable variations betweenthe
mean total SAT scores and intended fields of study.
Table 17 presents a U.S. rank order listing
starting with a mean total score of 1075 for
seniors who chose Physical Science, down to 737 for
Trade/Vocational. The differences betwen U.S. and
Indiana scores are shown for each field of study.

TABLE 17

AVERAGE TOTAL SCORES ON SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
BY 1985 H.S. SENIORS' INTENDED FIELD OF STUDY.

Total SAT Score Means Total SAT Score Means
U.S. IN. Diff. U. . IN.

Physical Sciences... 1075 1034 - 41 AVERAGE 906 875 - 31
Mathematics 107 1004 - 33

Engl:sh. 1025 1000 - 17 Caputo, Science 901 907 6
Engineering 998 919 - 19 Psychology 895 882 - 13
Biological Seiences. 996 967 - 29 Geography 891 882 - 9
Foreign Language.. 981 959 - 22 Theater Arts 888 879 - 9
History 981 897 - 84 Forestry/Conservation. 875 809 - 66
Philosophy/Religion. 910 937 - 33 Business 862 830 - 32
Social Sciences 941 899 - 48 Art 839 812 - 27
Undecided 934 894 - 40 Education 836 830 - 6
Library Science 929 908 - 21 Agriculture 833 825 - 8
Military Science.... 912 936 24 Home Economics 793 756 - 37
Architecture 910 893 - 17 Ethnic Studies 769 -
Health 909 887 - 22 Trade/Vocational 737 749 4 12
Communications 906 874 - 32

Nusic 906 883 - 23

SOURCE: Admi644ion4 Testing Pugtam, Co12ye-Bound SCUOLA, 1985: Nationat
Indiand. New Yank: The Cottege. Boana, Spet. 1985.

This can help one to form some generalizations about the
relationships betwen SAT scores and intended fields of study. Ingeneral, and not surprising to most, is that Physical and Biolog-ical Sciences, Math, Engineering, English andForeign languages aremore likely to be chosen by high school seniors who achieve thehighest SAT scores; The pattern of Hoosiers' SAT test scores
(which are lower than the National averages), generally parallelthe National listing, but there are some notable exceptions.Among major differences are History, Social Sciences, Forestry-
/Conservation, and Home Economics where Indiana scores are much
lower than the U.S. mean. "Bucking the trend" are Military
Science, Computer Science, and Trade/Vocational, where Hoosiers
actually score higher than the U.S. mean.



(4) American College Testing (ACT) Program: U.S. & Indiana

TABLE 18

AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING (ACT) AVERAGES
FOR THE UNITED STATES AND INDIANA' 1970# 1976. 1980 AND 1983

Geo. Year, Spring U.S. Seniors
Test Area '70 '76 '80 '83

English U.S. 18.5 17.5 17.9 17.8
IN. 18.9 18.3 18.3 18.4

Math U.S. 20.0 17.5 17.4 16.9
IN. 20.8 18.3 17.9 18.1

Social Studies U.S. 19.7 17.0 17.2 17.1
IN. 20.5 18.5 18.0 18.0

Science U.S. 20.8 20.8 21.1 20.9
IN. 21.0 21.4 21.4 21.5

Composite U.S. 19.9 18.3 18.5 18.3
IN. 20.5 19.3 19.0 19.1

SOURCE: W. B. Stnange, "Cottege AdmiudanA Teatime Pxogkama" (Menumuldurn),
Indiana Vept. oti Education, Octobek 14, 1983.

Although Indiana students across the years have consistently
scored on average belt*/ U.S. students in general on SAT's, they
have consistently scored above average on the ACT scales. Note
that, while nearly 120 percent of Indiana college-bound highschool seniors have tended to take the SAT (well above the
national average), less than 10 percent have tended to take theACT program tests (below the national average), although this
percentage almost doubled in 1982-83. Thus, Indiana college-
bound students are probably closer to the national average of
measured ability or achievement than either set of tests
indicate.

Both Indiana and the U.S. in general experienced a major
decline in average scores across the years from 1970 through 1983
for the Math, Social Studies and Composite ACT scores, as well as
a slight decline for English scores and no change or slight
increase for Science scores.

.12)Admissions Testing Program
of the College Board
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B. Educational Needs

(1) Reading Proficiency

American schools can ... take considerable pride in the Improving

trends In students' reading proficiency over the past 13 years. At the

same time, the results from the 1984 assessment suggest two agendas for

the future: continued special attention to disadvantaged and minority

children and Increased emphasis on higher-level reading skills for

Attention to ... higher-level reading skills has already begun in many schools across

the country; the challenge will be to ensure that all students have the opportunity to
develop such skills. There has been a conceptual shift in the way many researchers and
teachers think about reading, which gives students a much more active role in the learning
and reading comprehension process. This shift Is reflected In changes from packaged read-

ing programs to experiences with books and from concentration on Isolated skills to practi-
cal reading and writing activities.

Yet, ieprovements In higher-level reading skills cannot come about simply by an empha-

sis on reading instruction in isolation from the other work students do in school. To

foster higher-level literacy skills is to place a new and special emphasis on thoughtful,

critical elaboration of ideas and understandings drawn from the material students read and
from what they already know. They must learn to value their own ideas and to defend as

well as question their interpretations in the face of alternative or opposing points of
view. ... In developing higher-level reading skills and strategies, students will benefit

from experience with a wide range of challenging materials.

There are opportunities for such experiences In all of the subjects students guat In
school as well as In what guread at home. They can learn to develop their own inter-

pretations of what they read, to question, rethink, and elaborate upon the Ideas and

information drawn from their reading experiences -- in conversations with their friends, in

discussions with their teachers, and In the writing they do for themselves and others. And

in that process, students will also be amiring the higher-level reading comprehension

skills that so many are presently lackine(pp. 8-9, underline added)

A major review study of the quality of various academic skills found that

Disappointing trends in performance for older students, both black and white, and on

higher order cognitive tasks In reading, writing, mathematics, and science reflect disturb-

ing changes in educational methods over the last decade. Between 1972 and 1980, use of

teaching methods that might encourage the development of higher order thinking abilities --

project or laboratorviwork, writing tasks, and student-centered discussion -- declined In
public high schools.11(p. 7)

(2) Inadequate Academic Preparation

Through its analyses of minority participation and of the extent to which enrolled

students are engaged In remedial work, the Commission has determined that a substantial

problem impeding student success In Indiana higher education Is Inadequate basic skills
preparation. The Coemission also believes that the basic skills neecjqd for going to

college are the same basic skills needed for entering the workplace:21(p. 9)

liNationat UseaAment o Echeattonat Peogxe44, The Read.Lng Repott Card: Peogxelos
, Toward Exeettenee in OM Sehoot6. (Repold No. 15-R-0 1.
Itike College Bowtd, AugiZETW-rieettence: The Edaeationat Stalu oi Stack

Amert2can4. New Sc.,:-.7117eCatege Enttanee EvntimItion Boald, 1985:
3/ INFUrachment I.)
=Indiana COMMi444:04 6at Highet EdUCation, AMMUat Repola (DUO, Ind2gnapot2A,

Makeh 1986.
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High school academic programs pursued by Minority students
tend tosliffer in type and content from those pursued by
Whites.6-01 These differences In educational substance import
critical Implications for educational achievement (e.g., necessi
tating remedial and compensatory education) and for later educa
tional and career options.

Blacks are disproportionately more ligely to be enrolled in special education programs for
the gifted and talented than are whites. However, these proportions vary widely across

school districts, suggesting that administrative policies and practices affect placement
as much as do student characteristics.

At the high school level, blacks are underrepresented In academic programs and are over-

represented In vocational education programs where they receive less educational prepara-

tion In areas like English, mathematics, and science, and they lose ground in terms of

educational achievement.

Furthermore, black students In vocational education programs are enrolled earlier and more

extensively In programs training specially for low-status occupations than are white

students. Typically, these assignments are made by school personnel rather than by

election of students or their parents.

Among college-bound seniors In 1981, most blacks had taken fewer years of coursework In

mathematics, physical sciences, and social studies than their white counterparts. Even

where years of coursework are similar, the content of courses varies for black and white

students. For example, black seniors In 1980 were as likely as whites to have taken at

least three years of math, but they were much less likely to have taken algebra, geo,

Retry, trigonometry, or calculus. Thus, their years of coursework must have been concen-

trated In areas like general math or business math.

Students In low-Income and predominately minority schools have less access to microcomr

puters and to teachers trained In the uses of computers. Furthermore, students In

predominately minority schools or classrooms are such more likely to use computers for

drill-and-practice rather than programming or concept development than students in other

schools.

Overall, the evidence suggests that black students are exposed to less challenging

educational program offerings which are less likely to enhancgithe development of higher

order cognitive skills and abilities than are white students.11(pp.7-8)

(3) Plans to Request Special Help in College.

Students taking the SAT are asked If they plan to request
special help in certain types of skills and counseling. The
responses generally reflect many of the strengths and deficien
cies noted In their tested proficiencies while in lower grades.
There are considerable differences between Whites and Minorities.
For example, in Indiana 18 percent of the Whites plan to request
special help in mathematics, while 34.4 percent of the Blacks
expect to do so. See Table 19 for more comparisons.

4/
--Southerm Regionat Education Soand, The Emottment oi Stack Studenta Lit Highet

Education: Can Vectinea Be Pkeventedt Attanta: 1340 Spting St/met/COL,
30309. (Repotted by Scott Ja4chik, "Vain in Enxottment oi 8tach4 Seen
Unte44 State4 Stara Nem Pagliams." The ChAonicte oi HigheA Education,
Jan. 8, 1986.).
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TABLE 19

SELF-REPORTED PLANS TO REQUEST SPECIAL HELP OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
COMPLETING THE "STUDENT DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE" OF THE

COLLEGE BOARD'S ADMISSIONS TESTING PROGRAM
FOR THE UNITED STATES AND INDIANA: 1985

Plans to Request Geo.

Special Help Area

All

Students

All Minority

White Total Black Hispanic

American

Indian

Oriental

American

Eduational U.S. 33.9% 35.3% 29.5% 30.5% 40.4% 34.0% 41.0%
counseling IN 34.2 35.2 27.4 29.7 35.1 32.8 39.3

Vocational/career U.S. 24.9% 25.7% 22.4% 24.1% 28.1% 23.5% 31.8%
counseling IN 24.4 25.0 20.3 23.7 27.9 23.1 24.9

Mathematical U.S. 17.7% 16.5% 21.4% 30.2% 26.2% 22.3% 19.5%
skills IN 18.9 18.0 25.0 34.4 27.3 20.9 24.6

Reading skills U.S. 9.41 8.8% 11.3% 11.51 13.9% 10.1% 19.2%
IN 8.6 8.3 10.6 12.7 I5.4 12.7 21.4

Writing skills U.S. 14.8% 13.9% 17.6% 19.2% 21.4% 17.1% 27.92
IN 12.8 12.5 14.8 17.4 19.7 17.9 25.8

Study skills U.S. 23.6% 23.4% 24.2% 32.8% 29.4% 28.0% 24.1%
IN 25.5 15.1 ,28.2 36.4 33.1 32.1 30.2

SOURCES: Cottege-Bound Sen4ct4, 1985: Nationat and Indiana Repo:46,
Cottege Board, Admi44.1.ona-Tehti.nq Ptognam, 1985.

In general, proportionately more Indiana students than U.S.
students reported needs in ma. hematical skills and study skills,
but U.S. students were more in need of help in reading skills andwriting skills.

In Indiana, proportiona-lly more White than Minority stu-
dents reported needs in edu tional and vocational/career counseling.

The greater detailed differences in Indiana's students
included:

(1) The relatively high proportions of Blacks and Hispanics
needing help In math and study skills,

(2) The need for reading skills help by Oriental Americans
and Hispanics,

(3) The need for writing skills help by Oriental Americans
in particular, as well as by Hispanics and Blacks.

NOTE: Approximately 80% of all students who took the SAT reported they plan to request
help In one or more of the areas listed.
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1.4. SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRENDS

A. Illegitimate Births

(1) General Background: The Situation

...every day In America, 40 teen-age girls give birth to their

THIRD child. To be the third child of alchild is to be very

much 'at risk' In terms of one's future.1/(p.3)

A recent, special CBS report, "The Vanishing Family Crisis
in Black America," confronted

a problem only recently readmitted to public debate after 20 years of obfuscation and
taboo.... Listening to the bewildered young women who are 'married to welfare' In order to
support their children, and the aimless young men whose idea of fatherhood ends with the

sex act, Mr. [111111 Moyers WS refreshingly judgmental, coming out frequently with such
cosments as: 'Do you every think that maybe you shouldn't do It unless you can be sure you
don't have a kid'.

It's impressive to see Mr. Moyers take up this topic again, considering that he was

witness to the last failed attempt to put the problem on the national agenda. What he did,
back in 1965 when he vas press secretary to President Lyndon Johnson, was publicize a

report by then Assistant Secretary of Labor Daniel Patrick Moynihan, which warned that
family dissolution among poor blacks might cancel out the progress made by the civil-rights
movement.

... The Moynihan Report attracted so much furious denunciation over the following few

years, It became impossible to express concern about the skyrocketing rates of black
illegitimacy (currently 5811), and of teen-age pregnancymong black Americans (the highest
In the developed world), without being called a racist.i/(p.22)

However, as one teenage mother told Mr. Moyers, "I'm sick
and tired of just laying back waiting for a welfare check. I

say, 'This is not how I want to.live the rest of/my life. This
is not the way I planned for my future to be."-/(p.22)

According to Rep. Harold Ford, chairman of a House subcom-
mittee on public assistance, "Half of all Black teenage girls
become pregnant. The fastest growing black famills/formation
today is that headed by single teenager mothers."=/(p.7)

In 1960, 15 percent of total births to teenagers 15 to 19
years of age were children of unweg mothers: by 1983, the inci-
dence had increased to 54 percent.* [It should be noted, how-
ever, that."illegitimacy" is typically defined according to

1/Nakotd L. HocIghimon, Att One Skstem: Vemogrcaphics oi Education, Kindekgakten
thkough Gkadwate Schoat. washAngton, D.C.: InAtitmte tiox Educational
Leader:4W, Inc., 1985

-.CBS RepontA, "The Vanishing Famity CkiaA in Btack Amekiaa" aiked 25 Jan. 1986.
Repakted by Maktha Baytea, "Sex and the Singte Teen," The Watt Stkeet Joutnat,

2/ Mon. 27 Jan. 1986,p.22.
=!UP1 Retease, "Howse CL.te4 Ptobtems oi Singte Pakenthaod, Povekty among Stacks.".

The Pukdue Exponent, Wed. Feb. t9, 1986, p.7.
--AP ReLeaAe, "'Teen Paegnancy: Repont SayA &coming Pkobtem &Leeds Povekty,

Vependence on Goveknment." Jouknat 6 COUILielt, Mon. Feb. 10, 1986,p.1.
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the time of birth, not conception, and that 1960's society almost
required a pregnant female to get married, whereas, in today's
society, marriage Is typically viewed as unnecessary. Thus, a
large part of the increase In Illegitimacy may be artificial.]

Experts who testified before the U.S. Nouse said there is a 'values crisis' in Amer-
ica, noting it is now socially accepteble to have children out of wedlock, not only for
poor black families but for society'ssCultural heros.

Marian Edelman, head of the Children's Defense Fund, told the subcommittee it is time
to change that moral tone.

'If we cannot have our leaders acting more morally, what do we have,' she askedu
noting the number of pop stars and actresses who have had children without marrying.(p.1)

Joyce Ladner, chairman of a panel on Teenage Pregnancy Prevention in the nation's
capital, said it is time to 'bring young men into the picture.' For too long, she said,
the social work network kis ignored the young men who father children out of wedlock. 'Is
the United States willing to support a permanent group gt people who will never have

effective participation In the labor force?' she asked.il(p.1)

A new study by the nonprofit Center for Population Options said Tuesday that teenage
pregnancies cost tlie American taxpayer at least $16.6 billion In 1985 -- nearly double the
cost 10 years ago.11(p.1)

Teen-age girls who have children are more likely than their peers to drop out of
school and become dependent on government assistance.... And families headed by young
mothers are seven timesmore likely to live In poverty.

Although the notion spends billions of dollars a year on teen-age mothers and their
children, there is no focused approach to solving the problems of teen pregnancy at any
level of government

Chairman George Miller said more attention should be paid to preventing teen-age girls
from becoming pregnant: 'We're spending billions, but we're spendigg money to pick up the
pieces. It's all to deal with the results of a tragic situation."21(p.1)

(2) Fertility Rates for Women Never Married: U.S.

The United States fertility rate (number
of children per woman) in 1980 for all women
15 through 24 years of age who were never
married was 96; that is, every 1,000 women
had 96 illegitimate children. The rate was
400 for unmarried women 25.through 44 years
old. Therefore, there were 168 illegitimate
children for every 1,000 nevermarried women
between the ages of 15 through 44.

The total fertility rate for never
married women in Indiana 15-44 years of age
was slightly lower than the National rate.
The fertility rates in Indiana were higher
for nevermarried White women and much higher
Black women. Women in all the other minority
had much lower rates than the National rates.
ference In rates are shown In Table 20 on the
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TABLE 20

ILLEGITIMATEBIRTH RATES IN THE UNITED STATES AND INDIANA: 1980
(CHILDREN AS PERCENT OF WOMEN)

Women never
married

Fertility Rates

Total Wh1bB N Black Nat. Amer. AsianHispenicv

15-24 U.S. .096 .037 .371 .178 .204 .036
yrs. old IN. .087 .045 .424 .124 .140 .015

25-44 U.S. .447 .437 1.355 1.009 .898 .104
yrs. old IN. .400 ,149 1.487 .521 .573 .013

TOTAL U.S. .168* .056 .641 .353 .331 .055
(15-44 yrs.) IN. .136 .063 .677 .167 .243 .014=1,..

1-44timated aA Totat White4 - Staab - Native AmemicamA - A4ian/Pae. I4tandem-
Non-SpaniA Not EtAewherce CtaAA44ted, i.e., SpaniAh peopte who do not
identily themetveA aA any ol5 the aionementioned kaceA.

eRepkeaemtA 168 ittegitimate chitdun pee thouAand Kamen, neva mattied, 15-44
yealtA oil age.

SOURCE: 1980 U.S. CenAuA Repot:Zs.

(3) Numbers of Illegitimate Births in Indiana

The numbers and rates of illegitimate births in Indiana are
very significant and continue to grow. Total Illegitimate births
in Indiana have grown from 8,713 in 1970 to nearly 15,000 in
1984; 9,329 were White and 5,669 were Non-White. More than 13
percent of all White births were Illegitimate in 1984,and more
than 63 percent of all Black births were illegitimate, both
increases from 1970 (see Table 21).

TABLE 21

ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS BY RACE, INDIANA: 1970-1984
(ALL WOMEN 15 THRU 44 YEARS OF AGE)

Illegitimate Births

TOTAL White

Non-White Rateli
% of

Number Total Total White Non-White
1970 8,713 5,301 3,412 39.16% 8.77% 5.88% 36.83%

1974 9,458 5,073 4,385 46.36 11.36 6.84 48.43

1979 12,922 7,474 5,448 42.16 14.84 9.67 55.46

1984 14,998 9,329 5,669 37.80 18.77 13.15 63.33
1/Peittesti o time IxEittivs.
SOURCE: Indiana laixth4 1979-1981. Indiana State 13oaxd oi Heath, 1984.

Augmen.ted by 1983 6 1,984 cla.ta. 440111 Indiana State Bowtd #24 Heatth, Oct. 1985.
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The total Illegitimate-birth rate in Indiana more thandoubled between 1970 and 1984 (from 8.8% to 18.8% of all births).The total numbers of Illegitimate births in Indiana increasedsteadily, from about 8,700 in 1970 to nearly 15,000 in 1984. In1984, of the State% total female population, approximately 89percent were White and 11 percent were Non-White; however, theproportions of illegitimate births were 62.2 percent White and37.8 percent Non-White.

However, the Illegitimate-birth rate for Whites increased
more than 100 Percent between 1970 to 1984 (from 5.9% to 13.2%)whereas the Non-White illegitimate-birth rate increased about 75percent during that same period (from 36.8% to 63.3%). So,although the illegitimate-birth rate for Blacks is now nearlyfive times greater than for Whites, the gap has been narrowing.

There was a total of 244,550 births in Indiana during thethree year period of 1982-84; 44,163 of these births were ille-gitimate (about 18.1%). The illegitimacy rate of Non-Whites(primarily Blacks) was almost five times that of Whites, althoughthe number of Non-White births was less than the number of Ille-gitimate White births (see Table 22).

TABLE 22

ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS BY WE FOR INDIANA AND SELECTED COUNTIES
FOR THREEYEAR PERIOD, 1982-1984*

Number of
Illegimate Births

Percent
Non-White

Illegitimacy Rate
(Percent of Live Births)Geographic Area Total, White Non-White Of Total Total White Non-White

Indiana 44 163 27 219 16 944 38.37% 18.06% 12.53% 61.90%Marion County 11,214 4,594 6,620 59.03 28.16 15.57 64.15Lake 7,522 2,443 5,079 67.52 30.68 14.66 64.66Allen 2,803 1,495 1,308 46.66 19.93 12.39 65.70St. Joseph 2,271 1,175 1,096 48.26 21.56 13.25 65.63Total

Selected Co.'s 23,810 9,707 14,103 59.23% 26.777. 14.47% 64.59%
*NOTE: Od the 244,550 biAtim duking the thkee yeara 1982-1984, 44,163 (18.1S)

illegitimate.

SOURCt: incliana State Boara oi Heatth, Octobek 1985.

More than half of all illegitimate births in Indiana occur-red in the four counties listed in Table 22, as were more than 80percent of all Non-White births. The illegitimacy rate was alsomuch higher in these four counties, especially for Non-Whites.The number and rate of illegitimacy increased from the previousperiod 1979-81 for both Whites and Non-Whites, indicating thisproblem is getting worse over time.

For the two counties with almost two-thirds of IndianaMinorities (Marion and Lake Counties, 20-25% of total populationin each being Minority), more than half (59-68%) of each county'sIllegitimate births were to Non-Whites.
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B. Household and Family Characteristics

The number of U.S. households increased 7.0 percent between
1980 and 1984 (to approximately 86.1 million), compared with a
4.2 percent increase In total population (to approximately 236.3
million). In Indiana, however, the number of households increase
3.3 percent to two million,,while the population grew very
slightly (0.1%) to just over five million.

One of the fastest growing segments of the U.S. household
and family structure Is the presence of unwed teenage mothers and
their often multiple number of children, which forms a subfamily
within the larger family unit. While such subfamilies constitute
a marked financial strain on the larger family and Its Income
earners, other important considerations also exist. For example,

teen-age mothers tend to give birth to children who are premature, due mostly to a lack of

physical examinations and to their very poor diet while pregnant. Prematurity leads to low

birth weight, which increases these infants' chances of major health problems due to the

lack of development of the child's immune system. Low birth weight Is a good predictor of

major learning difficulties when the child gets to school. This means that about 700,000

babies of the annual cohort of around 3.3 milLion births are almost assured of being either

educationally retarded or 'difficult to tqach.' This group is entering the educational

continuum in rapidly increasing numbers.if(m)

Robert Zajonc, a University of Michigan researcher, has
studied how family demographics influence academic performance
and has found a negatlye statistical association between family
size and test scores.=/ The smaller a student's family, the
higher his or her SAT scores tend to be. This finding is espe-
cially noteworthy for students of Black and Hispanic families
which tend to be larger than those of White students. Such
students tend to achieve much lower SAT scores than do White
students.

There is extensive variation, however, among ethnic groups
in household structure and composition. For example, the 1980
U.S. census found that almost half of the Black households were
headed by a female, compared with one-fourth the White households
and one-fifth the Asian-American households. In Indiana, propor-
tions were similar but the proportion of all Indiana households
which were headed by a female was slightly more than two percent
less than the proportion of U.S. households.

The structure of Black households, in particular, has
changed markedly since 1970, partly as a result of dramatically
Increased divorce rates and pacVly due to. increases In the num-
bers of never-married mothers.=/ Between 1970 and 1982, female-

L. Hodgkix.son AU One Sotem: Vemograpilic.6 o)f Education, Kindeltqraten
thAough Graduate SChoot. Wa4hington, V.C. : Instaute Educa.tional
Leadeuhip, Tne. 1985.

=College Piceisas Sauce xetectese, "Study: km/4 Size Haps Vetefunine Student'6
3SAM." The Puratte Ex 'Kent Fniday, Feb. 21, 1986, p.1./- The Cattege ; Of and Excellence: The Educationat Statud 0 Stacie

Mexicana. New o e o ege
Tffe7Carachmen.t 1.1
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headed households increased from 28 percent to 41 percent of all
Black households.

The number of persons per household also varies considerably
across ethnic groups. Hispanics tend to have the largest fam
ilies and Whites, the smallest. And the pattern for Indiana
parallels the national pattern.

tf)st Black children do not live In twoparent households.
In 1982, only 43 percent lived with two parents,21 a two percent
decrease in two years. This proportion was the same for
Indiana's Black children, while 83 percent of White children
lived with two parents. Moreover, In 1982 almost half (48%) of
all U.S. Black children 18 years of age or younger lived in
householdlibelow the poverty line, compared to one of six White
children.41

Finally, in households headed by a female, unemployment
rates are much higher for Blacks and Hispanics than for Whites.
This Is especially problematic because of larger Black and
Hispanic households depending upon the mother's income (or wel
fare). Furthermore, while more than twothirds of children liv
ing in femaleheaded households received government assistance
targeted for the poor In the fourth quarter of 1984, the percent
age was eveg higher (85%) for Black and Hispanic femaleheaded
households.2/

The education system is losing young people. The baby boos has gone 'bust,' and

America 'will simply not be a nation of youth in our lifetime.' One obvious conclusion,

says Mr. Hodgkinson, is that colleges and universities will have to attract, retain, and

succeed in educating more and more older students, or the institutions may not long survive.

Widespread poverty, teen-age pregnancy, single-parent families, and other symptoms of

social decay are virtually guaranteeing a rapid rise in the number of children with serious

physical and educational disabilities. Inevitably, most of those children will enter and

move through the schools, from kindergarten to high schools and beyond. That means that

the battle for "remediation,' already a cause celebre In higher education, really ought to
begin a lot sooner than in college, Mr. Nodgkinson maintains -- and college and university

leaders ought to be right in the thick of it by working with the schools on their curricula.

Racial minorities are reproducing ouch faster than the white population, a fact of

life that means that schools and colleges will be made up increasingly of the kinds of

student with whom most present-day educators have had relatively little experience.

Aren't such observations already pact of the 'conventional wisdom'? haven't academic

leaders, researchers, and other observers of education been talking about such trends for
years? And aren't most officials struggling to get out in front of them?

Nr. Nodgkinson thinks not -- not adequately, at any rate. And the problems are

potentially so grave and so unlike those of the past, he says, that many educatiggal and

political leaders have been afraid to acknowledge them, much less confront thes.41(pp.1,28)

4/
--Stai Repattet, "Many U.S. Chitdnen Live in Families Receiving Aid." The Watt

5/ Meet Jounnat, Fniday, Jan. 31, 1986, p.3.

--Robett L. Jacormon, "Con4uJ.4ant'4 Vetight: Making Educatou and PotiticianA
Condaont the Bad Nem." The ChAonicte oi Highet Education, Maxch 19, 1986,

pp. 1,28,29. (Speaking oi Multi L. Hodgkindon)
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TABLE 23

AHILY/HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS IN THE UNITS STATES AND INDIANA

aradvIstlei
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040616 v. )0 torsos

Ones slim 11 ors. 4141
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WhorilThl-
Nosr lamologoi 114)

POresot

olllos v. 1 lorlaro

1 forts

12 brim

Io .4 6L$U.3
21,312.4 189.1 11,113.2

21.71 15.41 25.81

2.14 2.11 2.60

3.21 3.16 3.19

13.4 13.41 11.91

61,191.3 1,619.4 51,194.6

16.71 14.1 12.44

lo IlsossasION tint

1,214.3

193.1

4.11

22.5%

48.1

29.4

lo Nested trends
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12.1 209.2

1.39 3.14

16.51

53.1

31.5
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. blew l000so le labs 1,112.1 119.2

Form or 114/0140

Pore* 11.6% 15.29

Total

Minor

SlickItt LLJL
1,171,2 11,06.1 151.2 8,413.2 131.6

421,3 4419.2 61.1 31128.1 56.6

NA 39.41 41.41 44.31 43.01

2,14 3.11 3.13 3.15 3.16

3.22 3.14 3.14 3.69 3.61

12,7i 22.21 21.81 21.81 21.41

1,441,2 13,392.1 111.0 9,416.9 153.2

um 53.4% 49.11 45.4% 45.3%

131,3 2,116.6 37.0 2,212.1 35.1

0.2 185.9 4.5 161.6 4.3

Los 6.11 12.1% 1.1% 12.1%

lols ism 29.1% 22.6% 28.5% 22.3%

49.3 33,1 45.6 50.9 46.5 51.1
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43,641.5 1,118.9

1,346.5 61.4

16.4% 15.21

5,341.8 61.4 31414.6 55.6

106.4 11.2 515.1 0.8

15.1% 15.11 16.5% 15.1%
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1,482.6 8.3

486.9 1.9

21.41 22.11

3.45 3.42

3.87 3.87

30.81 29.1%

2,111.4 12.2

60.3% 13.4%

279.0

15.8

5.1%

38.4%

38.9

12.6

1.1

.1

12.3%

33.2%

47.6

19.2

926.1 5.8
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GROUP: 1980
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224.4 1.2

21.11 18.51
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3.15
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C . I ncome eye 1_

(1) General Background

One socio-economic characteristic with the greatest ethnic-group differ-
ences Is income level. Mack families earned 55 percent of the income earned by
White families in 1960." In 1969 tbis percentage was 63 percent, but by 1982
it had declined back to 55 percent.*I Moreover, although Black married-couple
families made income gains betwee9,1971 and 1981, these families declined In
proportion of all Black fimilies.1/ The percentage of Black two-Income families
has also been declining."

Since 1970, approximatgly one in three Blacks has lived with an income
below the poverty leve1.4440 However, from 1904 to 1984, the percentage de-
clined slightly from 36 percent to 34 percent.21

Anothefethnic group with median income well below that of Whites is the
rapidly expanding Hispanic population. Although the percentage of all U.S.
people living below poverty level decreased five percent during 1984 (including
Blacks49 the percentage of Hispanics actually increased slightly, bucking the
trend.-/

The low median Income levels of Blacks and Hispanics results from their
concentration In occupations with low skill levels. "Education Is the single
most important humae,capital characteristic in terms'of its direct correlation
on future earnings."(p.2) Ignoring field(s) of study, Blacks and Hispanics
have lower returns to education than Whites. While White men have earned 6.1
percent more for each additional year of school completed, the increase has been
only 5.4 percent for Mexican American men, 3.5 percent for Cuban and Puerto
Rican men, and 4.9 percent for Black men. However, besides educational level
and occupational field and level, income differences are also attributable to
such characteristics as language fluency, time In the U.S.,0ork experience,
age, military experience, health and government employment."

The percentage of people who are poor vary considerably across ethnic
groups. (Any family of four earning less than $10,609 in 1984 was considered
poor.) In the USA in 1984, 11.5 percent of Whites were below poverty level, as
were 33.8 percent of Blacks and 28.4 percent of Hispanics. In Indiana the
highest median incomes were earned by Whites, and the lowest were earned by
Native Americans, Blacks and Hispanics, which is quite similar to the National
scene. .

1/
-- The College &and, EituccUtv and Excellence: The Educational. Status oi stack

Amexitana. New Irak. Tne College Enticance i'xaminatinn &and, 1985.
2/ (NEWFachment I.)
-1Mikeitte G. Gates, "Events: 80'4 Recession Kept Unnest in Cheek." Joaknat
3/ 8 Courtiet, Sun. Aug. 18, 1985.
-fhaTart-lrodgkin;on, Att One System: Vemogkaphies oi EducatZon Kindenganten

thku Gaaduate Sehoot. Whington, D.C.: Inatitute iSok EducatLonat Leadek4h1.p,

*
Inc 19854/ ,

Tplack Kettey, "USA Gains in Povekty Fight." USA Today, Wed., Aug. 28, 1985.
-iNati4nat Couneit oi LaRaza, Hisimnies in tft Lo.bon Makket: 1980-1985.

elmshington, LaRaza, Pee. 7985. Poe Attachment 11.1
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TABLE 24

INCOME CHARACTERISTICS IN 1979 BY ETHNIC GROUP
FOR THE UNITED STATES AND INDIANA

Income Level:

TOTAL WHITE

MINORITY

TOTAL]) BLACK HISPANIC ?)

U.S. IN. U.S. IN. U.S. IN. U.S. IN. U.S. IN.

Number of Families (Tk) 59,190.1 1,461.64 50,644.9 1,350.32 8,545.3 111.33 6,105.7 96.78 1,232.6 6.98

Median Income $19,917 $20,535 $20,835 $20,805 $14,446 $16,748 $12,598 $15,964 $12,887 $18,583

Percent ( $10,000 20.41 17.3% 17.61 16.11 37.0% 31.91 40.31 33.01 33.8% 23.71

Nueber of Households (Th) 80,467.4 1,928.37 68,991.3 1,778.16 11,476.1 150.21 8,413.2 131.62 1,482.6 8.31

Median Income $16,841 $17,582 $17,680 $17,860 $12,434 $14,632 $10,943 $13,589 $11,584 $18,062

Percent ( $10,000 . 29.1% 26.5% 26.8% 25.6% 42.9% 37.21 46.51 39.11 36.4% 10.5%

Household per Capita income $7,412 $7,269 $7,929 $7,451 $4,161 $5,362 $4,610 $5,330 $4,641 $5,701

Number Marrled-Cpl. Fam. (Th) 48,990.3 1,246.36 43,641.5 I ,I78.94 5,348.8 67.42 3,486.6 55.58 926.1 k.84

Median Income $21,635 $21,942 $22,042 $21,949 $18,302 $21,820 $17,499 $22,001 $17,189 $20,366

f Female H'Hold w/o Husb. (Th) 8,205.3 175.11 5,488.6 137.26 2,716.6 37.85 2,272.1 35.14 185.1 1.15

Median Income $9,960 $10,417 $11,384 $10,979 $7,058 $8,379 $7,271 $8,100 $6,937 ($7,025)

Income Below 1251 Poverty Level:

Number of Families (Th) 7,918.98 153.28 5,213.02 124.61 2,705.96 28.68 2 062.73 25.70 409.17 1.45

Percent all Families 13.4% 10.5% 10.3% 9.2% 31.71 25.81 33.81 26.61 33.21 20.71

Persons per Family 3.59 3.52 3.37 3.44 4.01 3.87 3.94 3.86 4.30 3.98

Number Families with Public

Assistance Income (Th) 2,273.97 35.45 1,142.58 22.11 1,131.39 12.15 914.99 11.95 148.22 .46

Percent all Families 3.8% 2.4% 2.3% 1.7% 13.21 11.41 15.01 12.31 12.0% 6.5%

Number Female Householders

w/out Husbands (Th) 3,101.39 59.81 1,598.03 40.64 1,503.36 19.17 I 258.52 18.05 169.13 .64

Percent all FamIlles 5.21 4.11 3.21 3.0% 17.6% 17.2% 20.6% 18.71 13.71 9.2%

Number working in 1979 1,411.47 34.35 795.19 24.86 616.28 9.50 529.13 9.00 52.56 .22

i Female Householders 45.5% 57.4% 49.81 61.21 41.01 49.5 42.01 49.9% 31.11 33.6%

-7

jstimated aa aft Nonwhites, numbeati in patentheses ane catenated 44 tptaf o all Numvisite wisps (Laing "Spaniah Otigin" in ptace "Hispanic".

!Estimated aa Teta - Whites - Blahs - Native Am/Lima - Asian/Pac. Istandeth - Non-Spanieh "Not Etscalisene Ctamaiied" i.e., Spanish pecpfe whe du
identiiy themselves as any od the adonementioned tam; ntunbet4 in patentheseh au "Spanish ()nig& (oi any tace designated), asuatty tsce to thtee fais
tanget than "Hispanic".

MURCE: 1980 U.S. Ccasue Repo/U.4.



(2) Median Parental Income for Students $
Who Took the SATs in 1985

The median parental Income of Whites was significantly higher than that of
Minorities for the U.S. ($34,700 vs. $24,410). The difference is also signifi-
cant for Indiana ($30,800 for Whites and $23,473 for minorities). The median
parental income is especially low for Blacks; 30-34 percent of Blacks have
income less than $12,000, compared to less than 10 percent of Whites. Although
the Indiana median parental income.4s lower than that for the U.S., the income
of Blacks and Hispanics Is higher in Indiana than In U.S. as a whole.

The estimated parental contribution to education of Whites Is significantly
higher than that of Minorities In both the U.S. & Indiana; the difference for
Indiana is not as great as for U.S. Parental contributions to education are
especially low for Blacks (almost nonexistent);they are also low for Hispanics,.
The ratio of estimated contributions to income is significantly lower for Blacks
and Hispanics than for Whites.

Nearly 38 percent of all U.S. students taking the SAT reported they planned
to request special help toilet part-time work; 41.4 percent of Indiana students
planned to do so. A higher proportion of all Minority groups than Whites,
except for the Oriental Americans, planned to request part-time work; the high-
est grouP was Blacks (55.4% of Indiana Black students).

TABLE 25

SELF-REPORTED SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
COMPLETING THE "STUDENT DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE" OF THE

COLLEGE BOARD'S ADMISSIONS TESTING PROGRAM.
FOR THE UNITED STATES. AND INDIANA: 1985

Geo.

Area

All

Students White

All Minority

HispanicTotal' Black

erican

Indian

Oriental

American

Ethnic representation of U.S.

respondents IN

Median parental income U.S.

IN

Percent with parental income U.S.

) $30,000 IN

Percent with parental income U.S.

( $12,000 IN

100.01

100.0

$32,200

30,000

54.61

50.1

11.51

10.6

75.71

87.2

$34,700

30,800

60.41

52.3

7.21

9.1

24.31

12.8

$24,410

23,473

36.51

32.2

24.91

22.8

8.41

5.8

$17,100

18,200

23.31

24.5

33.91

30.8

3.21

1.3

$19,378

25,107

28.81

34.0

21.31

5.6

.51

.4

$24,700

24,800

40.11

35.8

21.41

17.5

4.51

1.0

$26,400

27,600

44.41

46.8

20.61

19.9

Median parental contribution U.S. $2,020 $2,590 $244 $0 $166 $1,050 1,020

IN 1,590 1,820 590 170 620 960 1,280

Ratio of median parental U.S. 6.31 7.51 1.01 0.01 0.91 5.31 3.91
contribution to income IN 5.3 5.9 2.5 0.9 2.5 3.9 4.6

Percent planning to request U.S. 37.91 38.01 37.61 50.41 44.01 42.41 39.31
part-time work IN 41.4 41.4 41.4 55.4 53.7 46.3 34.6

SOURCES: Cottege-Bound Seniou, 1985: Nationat, Midieeetekn, and Indiana Repoat4,
College Board, Admona Testing Pkognam, 1985.

sEAtimated (024o actudes "Othee and "Not RepoAted"); U.S. - United Stateas
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D. Higher Education Financial Aid Needs

(1) General Situation

In brief, the financial situation faced by blacks, either young people or adults,

considering college attendance has become harsher in the I900's. Not only has family

income failed to keep pace with that of Whites and Hispanics, but the substantial Increase
In single head of family households (With, therefore, a single wage earner at best) makes

it most difficult to accumulate even modest savings for college or to consider realistical-
ly paying-off monies borrowed to attend college. This disparity in income, combined with

the shifting composition of the financial aid package may be the primary deterrent to black

college enrollment." (Noreoverd increase In loans to over 50$ of the aid package and a

reduction of grants from two-thirds to under half of the loan package would undoubtedly

prove very discouraging to minority and black young people, particularly as they look to a
four-year college education. A debt load of up to $10,000 at the conclusion of a four-year

degree program can prove a very strong deterrent to a lower income person whose annual

family income Is half that amount.

...[Therefored colleges appear to offer a debt burden and only modest assurances of
well paid employment after graduation. This would appear to place colleges at a disadvant-

age in recruiting those young people w1A are uncertain as to their academic ability and

insecure as to their financial future.2/(pp.12-14,16)

According to a recent report by the American Association ofcState Colleges and Universities,/ student financial aid has not
kept pace with increases in the total costs of attending public
colleges and universities between school years 1981-82 and 1983
84. While total costs increased an average of $300, aid to the
neediest students increased only $150, and the number of
recipients fell 2.3 percent. Nevertheless, student aid did con
tinue to be directed to the neediest students, with the propor
tion of recipients meeting the most stringent aid criteria
increasing and the percentage of all ald dollars going to the
needy students. However, the overall recipient decline reflects
a much larger 12.4 percent decline for Minority students.
Minority students thus represented 29 percent of all recipients
In 1983-84, compared with 32 percent in 1981-82.

More recently, the National Association of State Scholarship
and Grant Programs has found that state spending on grants and
scholarships for needy undergraduates was expected to incgqase
nearly 12 percent for academic year 1985-86 from 1984-85.2f
However, 14 states were expecting no increase, while only 22
states expected an increase of 10 percent or more. Moreover,
grant aid has kept pace with total costs in only 15 states since
1979-80. As "a reflection of the dramatic and recent decrease in
postsecondaryeducation particiiNtion rates of Black highschool
graduates throughout the nation"41(p.18), less aid was again
expected to go to Black students than previously, while more was

1/The Cottege Boaxd, Minatity Ennottment n Highet Education InAtitmtionA: A
Chxonotogicat VLew ffina Neu Vora: The CotEege Enttenee ExaminatAon

2, &and. Sept. 9, 1985.
-!Jean Evangetaui, "Student Aid FaitA to Keep Up with CoAtA on Pubtic CampuAeA,
3/ Meg Study FindA." The Chunicte oi Highet Education, June 5, 1985, pp. 11,19.

WitAon, "State FundA icak Needy-Undelusaduates to Rise 12 Pet. ThiA Vealt,
Su/my FindA." The Chitonicte oi Highet Education, Feb. 5, 1986, pp. 13,18.
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expected to go to Asian-American students. Black students' share
of state scholarship aid was expected to decrease to 15 percent
of the total from 24 percent in 1981-82. Thus, in general, there
has begn a shift in student aid toward middle-class White stu-
dents.2, Finally, an increased share of state grant aid was
expected to go to part-time students, oldgr; students, and stu-
dents attending proprietary institutions.=/

While less needy students have first relied upon loans,, and
then personal resources and work, to pay for college, the need-
iest students have first re14gd upon grants, followed by loans,
personal resources and work.k/ This reliance is especially crit-
ical in light of a finding by the Education Department's General
Accounting Office that 6.9 percent of Pell Grantsowarded in
1982-83 were underpayments to qualified students.=' This was an
increase from the 5.7 percent in 1980-81. It is no wonder that
the Southern Regional Education Board has concluded that "the
high cost of,higher educaton has hurt efforts to boost Black
enrollment"=/(p.18) and has blamed Black students' better job
prospects and inability to obtain financial aid for making the//college-attendance rate decline.-

Finally, as noted earlier in this report, financial aid has
a major impact not only on college enrollment but also on college/ a/retention, especially 'among Black students,-1-

who are nearly twice as likely to stay In 4-year colleges with aid than without. The

importance of financial aid for black students is apparent, considering that in 1981, 48

percent of black college-bound seniors cane from faallies,with incomes under $12000, as
compared to only 10 percent of their white counterparts.2/(p.5)

(2) College Student Expenses and Resources: Indiana Residents

Examination of estimated expenses versus possible available
resources, reveals that, on average, a student who can earn up to
about $1,100 a year from outside sources (no easy task), could
attend college from a financial point of view. Unfortunately,
the shortfall between expenses and resources is greatest for
Blacks (despite Federal Pell Grant Aid, State Assistance, etc.).
The gap is due in large part to low parental contributions and
the limitations placed upon and inter-relationships of certain
resourcestavailability. Another major shortcoming is an apparent
ignoring of disadvantaged students' aversion to loans -- espec-
ially relative to their families' total income -- which make up a
substantial and increasing portion of their total aid package.

YAmekican Council on Education, "Vim Outtook Sok Minonities in Higher*. Ed

Continue4." Highet Education 8 Nationat AiiaiA4, Vot. 34 (No. 191,
c, Oet. 14, 1985, pp. 1,5 (New4tettek od the ACE)
vRobin (*Won "Neakty 30 Pet. o Pett G441113 Ake Too Big ok Too Smolt,

OovekmmedAuditok4 Find." The Chkoniete oi Hiahek Education, Juts/ 3,
/, 1985, pp. 15,18.
vScott Ja4chik, "Vectine cit Enaottment oi Stack& Seen Untesa State4 Stant
7/ Nem PkopOmo." The Chkoniete oi Hishek Education Jan. 8, 1986.
--Exponent Witte Sekviee, "Study: Mak Studentay cotiege Attendance Vtoo."

/ The Pukdue Exponent, Ftt., Jan. 24, 1986, p.l.
-.The (Wage &mad, E and Excettence: The Educational Statzc 0 Stack

AmeAitans. New Vo : T e coiege e On

(gii-Mrachment I.) 48 60



ESTIMATED COLLEGE STUDE
Y ETHNIC GR

TABL

NT EXPENSES
OUP (MEDIANS

E 26

AND RESOURC
): 1986-87

ES OF INDIANA
SCHOOL YEAR

RESIDENTS

2-Yea r Public Institutio As 4-Ye ar Public lnstltut Ions

White students Black Students Hispanic Students White Students Black Students .Hispanic Students

Commuter Resident Commuter Resident Commuter Resident Commuter Resident Colmuter Resident
Tuition and Fees $659 $659 $659 $659 $659 $659 (1-1712- f172R- 11,242 $1,242 $1,242
Books and Supplies 355 355 355 355 355 355 373 373 313 313 373 373
Student's Room - 1,180 1,180 - 1,180 - 1,231 - 1,231 1,237
Student's Board (590) 1,180 (590) 1,180 (590) 1,180 (618) 1,236 (618) 1,236 (618) 1,236
Personal Expenses

(clothing, laundry, medical) 129 129 129 129 729 729 836 836 836 836 836 836
Transportation 704 386 704 386 704 386 704 390 704 390 704 390
Other Expenses

(child care, handicap, etc.) 1 1 1 1 3 J._ I_
II Expenses

mrces:

13,031 $4,489 $3,031 $4,489

_1..
$3,037 $4,489 $3,113 $5,314 $3,173 $5,314 $3,113 0,314

Est. Parental Contrlb.ii, $1,820 11,820 $110 $110 $620 $620 $1,020 $1,820 $170 $170 $620
Federal Pell Grad Ale 1,290 1,150 1,290 1,350 1,650 1,750 1,350 1,350
State Assistance' 340 340 150 150 435 435
Institutionally Determined:1/

Gift Ald 200 100 620 100
Bork-Study (approximate)

300
National Olrect

Student loan OW Iv

Guaranteed Student Loan Isax141. - 1,500

- 1,200 - 1,500

1,000 1,700

- 1,500 300 1,500

Student Contribution fro Assets1/ 224 224 145 145 170 170 224 224 145 145 170 110
1 Resources

except student contribution)
$4,315$2,044 $3,144 $1,945 $3,605 $2,0110 $3,740 $3,044 $4,364 12,715 $2,875 $4,475

tNeedli $993 $745 $1,092 $804 $951 $749 :729 $950 $1,056 $999 IBM $1119

e. Sekotantship Smite, CSS Coun6e.tor04 Sounce Book lion 1986-87. Nag Yak: Cottege Entrance Examination Board. 1985.p.41.
tionat avekage4 but beky thintitah to Indbma)

e. 8oa4d, Calege-Sound Seam, 1985: Indiana (Tate 101. AdMi4bi0H4 Te4ting Wpm, 1985
.ted by (Mice oi Financiat Ad Pundue Unimemity, Feb. 1986, u4ing 1985-86 Pett Gkant Schedute and State await&
e Schotan4hip Sentage, Inaitutionat Summaky Data liok Academic Yak 1985-86: Indiana Highek Education (Tabte 11..tege Boyd, Sept. 1985,F9.
met by outside gib, non-wonk,study -emptopent exuthig4, etc.
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(3) Relationships Between Parental Contribution to Education
and SAT Scores for Indiana Students

Average SAT scores are positively related to parental income
mg contribution. Half of those students with parental
contribution $8000 or more also plan to apply for financial aid,
compared to 95% of the students with no parental contribution.

TABLE 27

ESTIMATED PARENTAL CONTRIBUTION TOWARD APPLICANTS' EDUCATION
BY SAT AVERAGE FOR INDIANA. 1985

Percent Planning

to Apply for

financial Aid SAT Average

By

Parental

Contribution

Contribution Of All .

Level Students

Below

400

400-

499

500-

599

600 or

Over

No

SAT

All

Students

$0 94.31 20.31 26.01 19.91 16.31 12.81 33.41 21.51
$1-499 91.7 8.8 10.9 10.0 7.9 6.2 10.0 9.6
$500-999 89.8 8.0 8.9 9.3 8.6 8.3 8.1 8.9
$1000-1499 88.8 8.3 9.6 9.5 9.1 7.3 8.1 9.3
$1500-1999 85.5 5.6 6.4 6.7 6.8 7.5 5.4 6.6
$2000-2999 83.1 9.0 10.4 11.3 11.1 10.8 8.3 10.8
$3000-3999 74.2 5.3 6.4 7.2 7.8 8.6 6.6 7.1
$4000-5999 71.4 7.5 9.4 10.5 12.2 12.9 8.7 10.5
$6000-7999 60.4 4.0 5.5 6.4 8.2 9.8 4.3 6.6
$8000-Over 50.3 4.6 6.5 9.2 11.8 15.9 7.0 9.2

TOTAL 80.81 80.81 100.01 100.01 100.01 100.01 100.01 100.01

Number Responses 33,240 9,438 10,796 6,254 1,689 1,664 29,841
% of Total 100.01 31.61 36.21 21.01 5.71 5.61 100.01

Nedlan Contribution $1,210 $1,210 $1,592 $2,100 $2,759 $900 $1,590
Median income $27,700 $27,460 $30,180 $33,279 $36,087 $24,600, $30,000

Ratio of Median

Contrib. to Income 4.41 4.41 5.31 6.31 7.61 3.11 5.31

SOURCE: Cat. e-Sound Seniou 1985: Indiana R
444nd ea .A.ogitam,

at Catege Boand,

NOTE: &Ada and IiL6 an2ch A pa/We:am have Lima median panentat
income and contlabution, and thebt. SAT 4c0ne4 eme wat
betcw avekage.

(See prevlous table and Section 4C of this report for details on
income and parental contribution.)



5. EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Because of the rapidly increasing representation of Minori-
ties within the population, demographic changes resulting from
these Increases will continue to have a significant impact on the
labor force structure and on employment.

...Hispanics [and Blacks] are a youthful subpopulation group with a vast productivity
potential. Hispanics are projected to account for at least B% of the labor force by 1995.
Though national demographics will favor lower unemployment over the next 12 years as prime-
age workers make up a larger share of the work force, the particular.demographic trends of
the Hispanic comunity indicate the opposite, since its high birth rates and lower median

age mean that Hispanics will be entering the workforce at a high rate.

One long-range effect of this demographic trend Is that the taxable salaries of
Hispanic (and Black] workers will be increasingly vital to the fiscal viability of many

domestic programs, especially Social Security, which relies on withholding allowances of
current workers for the support of current retirees. It is not unrealistic to envision an
aged White population being supported by an increasingly non-White workforce. Therefore,
changes in public policy, which recognize these demographic realities, are necessary In
subpopulation groups....

Responsive policies from the federal [and state] government, policies which recognize
the educational crisis faced by Hispanics [and Blacks], are crucial If ...Minorities] are
to become productive workers. Education Is inextricably bound to earning levels. Higher
education not only raises wage rates, it also lowers the probability and duration of

unemployment spells, which ultimately translate to lower earnings.

...Therefore, to enable Hispanics and other sinority groups to make their full contri-
bution In the future -- and to assure a trained work force which can meet the future needs
of the U.S. economy -- human investment partnerships must develop between the public,
private, and nonprofit sectors. ...(Ninorities represent] a human resource, whose reser-
voirs must be tapped in order to maximize its work force participation and productivity
potential. The investment should be made now InArder to reap societal benefits and
protect the nation's economic security tomorrocif(m)

A. Employment Status

According to the 1980 U.S. census, approximately six of 10
persons aged 16 or older were in the labor force. In recent
years this labor force participation rate has been increasing due
primarilylVo increasing numbers and percent of women entering the
workplacef The highest national labor force participation rates
are associated with Asian-Americans and Hispanics, and the low-
est, with Native Americans and Blacks. The higher participation
rate for Hispanics has been attributed by some economists to the
younger average age of Hispanics because of higher pacticipation
rates among younger -- as opposed to older -- adults." However,

Hispanics face severe, continuing unemployment and underemployment. During both good
and bad economic times, unemployment among Hispanics is usually 60% higher than that of
Vhlte Americans. ...[And] double-digit unemployment has begn a pattern for both the

Hispanic and Black communities during the last five years.11(p.8)

1-1Nationat Council oi LaRaza, H.Lapc.nLa4 ut the LabolL Ataket: 1980-1985.
WaAltalgtort, V.C. LaRaza, ea. Ti5 . ee
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Unemployment rates for black men and women In virtually all age categories have
Increased fairly steadily since 1965 [and are much higher than the unemployment rates of
White persons]. In 1982-83, about 1 out of every 5 blacks In the labor market were unemr
ployed, with much higher rates for teenagers and young adults.

Unemployment rates and labor force participation
rates are strongly correlated with

educational attainment for both blacks and whites. However for blacks, marked differences
In employability occur only for those with a college degree [who enjoy the more favorable
employment rates].1,

It should be noted that official unemployment rates do notinclude either longterm discouraged workers or persons workingparttime for economic reasons only.

(1) Unemployment Rctes: National

There are very large differences in unemployment ratesacross ethnic, age and occupational groups as presented in Table 28.

TABLE 28

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF U.S. LABOR FORCE In ETHNIC GROUP.
SEX AND AGE AND BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUP": FEB. 1986

(Seasonally Adjusted)

(Millions of Persons)
Civilian Labor Force 118.8
Civilian employment 117.1
Unemployment 8.5

(Percent of
Unemployment Civilian Labor Force)
All civilian workers 7.37.
Adult men 6.2%
Adult women 6.71.

Teenagers (all) 19.0%
White 6.4%
White teenagers 6.9%

Black 14.8%
Black teenagers 39.1%

Spanish origin 12.3%
Occupational Groups (not seasonally adj.):

11111.1/

Exec., Adm., Mgrl. Workers 2.9%
Professional Workers 1.9%
Technician & Related Workers... 3.97,
Sales Workers 6.1%
Administrative Support Workers 4.9%
Protective Service Workers 5.8%
Other Service Workers 9.6%
Precision, Craft, Repair Workers 9.5%
Oper., Fabr., Laborers 12.3%
Farm. Forest, Fishing Workers 12.4%

-LIOccupationat 94.oup emptoyment AtatuA numbem and unemptoyment xate4 axe
not 4ea4onatt4 adjuated.

SOURCE: Bakeau o6 Labor:. Statiatica NVAS, U.S. Vept. o6 Labox, Whington,V.C.. MarLeh 7. 1986.

2/
--The Cottege &and, EquatAty and Excettence: The Educationat Statu oi

Stack AMeltitallb. Nov Yak: The Cottege Ent4ance Examination Board,
19137(3gWachment I.)
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The income levels of Black and Hispanic workers were shown
earlier to be well below that of White workers. As can be seen
in Table 28, the unemployment rates of these minority groups are
much higher thin for White workers.

(2) Labor Participation Rates: National

Labor participation rates of adults 25-64 years of age are
directly related to the number of years of school completed for
all ethnic groups. Only about 60 percent of the adults with less
than four years of high school were in the labor force, more than
75 percent who had completed high school were in the labor force,
and about 82 percent of those with some college and 88 percent
with four years or more of college were in the labor force.
Significantly, the proportion of Black adults with less than four
years of high school is nearly twice as large as it is for White
adults (26.2% vs. 14.71.), and the proportion of Hispanic adults
with less than four years of high school is nearly three times
that of Whites (43.51. vs. 14.71.).

Note there has been a decrease in all groups during this
decade in the proportion of labor force with less than four years
of high school completed.

TABLE 29

LABOR FORCE AND LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES FOR PERSONS
25 TO 64 YEARS OLD BY YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED,

RACE, AND HISPANIC ORIGIN: MARCH 1975, 1980, AND 1985

Labor Force Status by

Years of School Completed

White Black Hispanic origin

(Numbers In thousands) 1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985

U.S. Civilian Labor Force:

Total 60,608 68,509 76,199 6,666 7,729 9,157 2,893 3,760 5,412
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 IMO 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Less than 4 yrs. of high school. 25.8 19.1 14.7 46.1 34.7 26.2 54.3 47.5 43.5

High school: 4 yrs. only 40.6 40.2 40.7 33.0 38.1 39.5 26.0 30.0 32.0
College : 1 to 3 yrs 14.6 17.7 19.1 11.9 16.2 19.2 10.9 13.0 13.7

: 4 yrs. or sore 19.0 22.9 25.6 9.1 11.0 15.0 8.8 9.5 10.8

kipmForce Participation Rates:

Total (percent) 70.8 74.2 76.6 69.4 71.5 73.4 66.7 70.5 71.1

Less than 4 yrs. of high school. 62.0 61.4 60.7 61.2 58.1 57.1 60.5 63.5 62.6
Hlgh school: 4 yrs. only 70.1 73.7 75.8 75.2 79.2 77.2 71.7 75.0 75.9
College : 1 to 3 yrs 75.4 79.2 81.1 81.1 82.1 85.6 78.9 82.3 82.8

: 4 yrs. or more 84.6 86.0 87.7 88.3 90.3 89.9 8716 84.0 87.0

ISOURCE: Bunt= o6 Labot &tat Latta tilew6 (USVL 85-355), Labot Vay, 1985. I
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(3) Labor Force Characteristics

Since the second quarter of 1984, civilian employment (sea-
sonally adjusted) has increased approximately 3.3 percent while
unemployment has remained constant to a slight decline. By
ethnic group, employment increase has been approximately 11
percent for Hispanics, 8 percent for Blacks, and 3 percent for
Whites. Meanwhile, unemployment rates have shown a decrease for
all except, perhaps, Hispanics. Changes, however, for Hispanics
are tentative because of new and Improved procedures for calcu-
lating illegal immigration counts.

During this same time period, employment has increase for
all major occupational groups, except agricultural ones. The
greatest increases have occurred for Protective Service (12%).
Managerial (7%), and Administrative Support (6%) occupations. It
is noteworthy that occupational unemployment rateehave been and
continue to be low for Professional workers (1.9%), Managerial
workers (2.9%), and Technician and Related workers (3.6%) (see
Table 28). However, unemployment rates ere much higher for
Operators and Laborers (12.31.), Agricultural workers (11.0%),
"Other" Service workers (9.5%). and Precision, Craft and Repair
workers (8.9%), the very occupations within which Blacks and
Hispanics have been over-represented. These occupations will
continue to experience high unemployment because of the changing
industrial structure within the U.S., especially with increasing
automation.

*Aveitage oi Jan. and Feb. 1986
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. Occupational Comparisons

1aCk and Hispanic workers, compared with White workers, are
more concentrated In those occupations which have the highest
unemployment rates, e.g. operator, fabricator and laborer occur,-
otIons, "other" service occupations, and farm laborer occupations.
These occupations also tend to be at the lower end of the
Pay scales

Althengh blacks Cave mode strides sine 1011 in gaining access to higher-paying and
illglier-states les, whites were dill sore than twice es likely as blacks to hold jobs in
profession or noeprIal ocapatIons la 1111. Black participation in these (preferred)
ocapettems os else concentrated in jobs at the lour end of the professional pay
scale.0 (p.4)

In 11119 illoonic otters were Official ly coacentrated in the following occupations:

I. TecknIcal, sales, and admIalstrative support, where 23.11 of Hispanics in the
civilial labor fern ace leined, compared to 31.1% of the total labor force.
Over holt of illsponics (613) employed in this category are concentrated in
anlalstrative supports MINI', clerical work.

2. Owners, fabricators, sod laborers, Ogre 23.1% of Hispanics la the labor force
ere employed, cowed to 16.13 of the total labor force. Over half of Hispanics
(S13) nolo* la this cateory are sublet operators, assoblersood inspectors;
one-fort& (213) are headier% soloed closers, sad helpers.

3. Service emotions, where 17.61 of Hispanics in the labor force are employed,
owed to 13.3% of the total later force. Excluding private household and
protective solo occupation, over for-fifths of Hispanics (031) Mined In
tall category aro coacentrated in jobs sock as cooks, dishwashers, cleaning
service others, and feed counter workers.

Hispanics ire eilerrepreseeted le the ileaseerlal and professional occupations, where

soly 11.3% of invade workers ere 'splayed, compered to 14.11 of Slack workers, sod 24.14

ef lilts smirkers. 011 the other head, illspeolcs are overrepreseated le the agriculture

leilestry, leers 3.71 ef,illiposies ere employed, compared to 2.71 of Slack workers, end

1.331 of *Ito werkers.w(pp.44)

The occupations which have attracted Blacks and Hispanics are the
ones which are being most negatively affected by the changing
industrial and business structure of the U.S. and Indiana.

finally, another special concern for providing visible role
models for Minority young people is the observation that, al-
though the percentage of Minority students Is expected to in-
crease to 38 percent by the year 2000, the percentage of Mino;tty
teachers could fau to half of its 1980 high of 12.5 percent."

Lime College bend, Egad-Lev and Excellences The Educational Statua oj
Stack Mielatestm. rkil Rotas The Cause Eriticance Exanination aoartd,rnrWabeiswitt T.)/ 'Ilationel Council oi LeReso6 IUopaiiLe in At Laboa *Aka: 1910-1915.

t, efaekington, LC.: Want, Pee. 1955. 1 et
zi "Tau&s iliaatity Teachea Raga au Thiamee, Jounnat S Courtieit,

F4i.., Feb. 14, 1916, p. Ct.
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For Indiana, while the percentage of Blacks in the first grade is
expected to Increase from 14.2 percent currently to 17.7 percent
by the year 2000, the number of blacks studying at Indiana col-
leges and unlversitites In 1984-85 to become teachers has ft= Alclined about two-thirds from Its number 10 years ago to 200 now.-71'

The proportions of ethnic group members in Indiana also vary
widely by the occupations in which they are employed. For ex-
ample, in 1980, 8.7 percent of all Whites were employed in an
Executive, Administrative, or Managerial occupation, compared
with only 4.8 percent of all Blacks. However, 23.1 percent of
all Whites were employed in the Operator, Fabricator and Laborer
occupations, whereas 30.5 percent of all Blacks were so employed.
It is noteworthy that these latter occupations are the ones most
requiring retraining and upgrade training as modernization and
increasing high-tech industrialization occurs. See Table 30 for
other comparisons.

4/
--Put Wiseman, "Edutatons Expke44 Concan about Lack of; Btack Teachens."

Joutnat 8 Coaxiet (Associated Pht44 Release), Sat., Manch 22, 1986.
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OCCUPATIONS OF EMPLOYED
(PERCENTAGE DISTR

Occupation of
Employed Person

(100%) Number

Executive Admin.
& Managerial

Engineers &
Scientists

Health
Diagnosing
Health Assessment
& Treatment

Teachers, Librar.
& Counselors

c
0 Health
+7) Technicians
13 Other

I: Technicians
04.) Sales Supervisors
G & Proprietors
4.) Sales Reps. &
= Financew
u Other Sales &L.

w Cashiersa-

Admin. Support
Includ. Clerical

H'shld, Protection,
& Other Services

Farm Operators
& Managers

Farm Workers
& Related
Precis., Crafts &
Repair Occupations

Equip. Opereitors

& Laborers"'
Handlers, Cleaners,

v & Helpers

TABLE 30

PERSONS IN INDIANA BY ETHNIC GROUP: 1980
BUTION OF PERSONS 16 YRS. AND OVER)

Whitt Black Hispanicll
Native
American

Asian & Pac.
Islander

2,194,431
(100%)

147,506
(100%)

11,102
(100%)

3,652
(100%)

9,572
(100%)

8.7% 4.8% 2.8% 5.9% 7.4%

1.8 .7 .6 2.4 8.5

.5 .1 .2 .1 7.4

1.6 1.3 .6 1.1 2.8

4.5 4.2 2.5 2.4 9.0

.8 1.3 1.0 1.5 1.9

1.7 1.0 1.0 .9 7.5

1.4 .6 .1 1.5 .8

2.8 .8 .3 1.9 1.0

5.4 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5

15.8 17.8 14.4 11.1 9.5

12.3 22.5
A

14.4 18.6 16.3

1.9 .0 .2 .5 .2

1.0 .3 .5 .7 .9

14.3 8.6 12.8 15.9 5.8

23.1 30.5 43.6/ 30.11 15.0

4.8 7.4 14.4 6.9 2.7

I/UV/mated a4 Tota2-W1 ite4-Etack4-Native Ammican4-A4ian/Pac.I4tandem-
Non-Spani4h "Not Mewheke Cta44i6ied", i.e. Spani4h peopte who do

not identiiy themetve4 a4 any oi the aionementioned nace4.

SOURCE: 1980 U.S. Cen4u4 Repolcta.

It can readily be seen that the generally higher-paid
occupations, which require more education, have higher
proportions of Whites and Asian Americans than Blacks, Hispanics,
or Native Americans.
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C. Industr.y. Employment Comparisons

(I) The Changing Industrial Labor Force

Through the remainder of this century, robotics is expected
to exert an increasing effect upon the industrial workplace in
the U.S., according to a recent panel study report by the Uni4er
sity of Michigan and the Society of Manufacturing Engineers.lf

Throughout industry, the overai displacement rate of workers by robots Is forecast to
reach 4.31 by 1995. In some industries as many as 201 of the current work force may be

displaced by robots, but within this group of affected workers, just 5-61 will actually be
disemployed.

rNearly 901 of displaced workers will remain with their current employers through lateral
transfer, retraining, or promotion. Among the remainder, half will take early retirement

and half will be terminated. ploweverd...

i\I According to forecast estimates, 101 of those disemployed by technological change will find

new jobs in 2 months or less, 371 within 6 months, and 731 within a year. Some 11 (or

about 1,000 people per year through 1990) will be unable to find alternative employment due
. to lack of marketable skills.

Occupations most affected by robot installations are expected to Include production

painters (201 displacement), welders and flamecutters (201), machinists and machinery

operators (131), and assembly workers (101). Line supervisory personnel are projected to

decline by 31. ((p.10))

kThe U.S. manufacture of robots is expected to create a total of more than 44,500 jobs by

1995. 1(p.9)]

II:2\

Increasing automation of production Is forecast to create a need for a more highly trained

labor force; Lit/level Ma 'with no training or experience nemmtwill become

increasingly rare. ...The relatively standardized routine occupations requiring little

formal training or skills are exactly the labs that will find the most robots fillingthem.

Workers previously performing these tasks will be left with two basic options: either to

take even more mindless Al lower-paying) lobs that are not economically feasible to

automate or to move Leto higher-skill positions. alias has been true In every

technological revolution, the need for sore education for workers Is paramount...((p.10))

(Underline added.)

Where will these better-trained workers come from? There are currently three maln sources:

young men and women newly entering the labor force, present workers already possessing the

requisite skills, and retrained workers. In 1905, nearly three of every five persons

handling robots will be a retrained worker...; only one-quarter of these will be graduates

of a robotics program; the remaining 17% will come from other sources. Over time, however,

the role of retrained workers will diminish, as present workers approach retirement and

more institutions establish robotics curricula. By 1995, only one-third of robotics

personnel will be retrained workrs, while half will be graduates of institutional

programs.1/(pp. 71,19-00)

A shorter life cycle for
rapid advance and application

1/Vonald N. Smith g Petet Heyttek,
(Second Edition Ve144uEStudy).
Eng4nee44, 1985.

job skills is occurr
of.technology. This

Induattiat RobotA:
Vembou, MI: Society
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need for new workers to be educated for a wider span of changing
options, and necessitates current workers to be retrained or
upgraded throughout their working careers.

These changes are having and will continue to have a major
impact upon the status of the Black and Hispanic workforces in
particular. This is the case because of Blacks' and Hispanics'(1)
over-representation in those occupations being most negatively
affected by automation and robotics, (2) lower education and
acquired-skill levels, and (3) financial inability to obtain the
necessar; education or skills training to get and stay in step
with the changing techngogical workplace.

Accordingly, it is critical for workers to have a fundamen-
tally sound educational base, upon which necessary training or
retraining can build. Time and cost to keep a workforce current
will be of ever growing importance to employers.

According to a recent report from the Office of Technology
Assessment, Blacks and "displaced homemakers" (i.e., homemakers
forced Into the labor force because of divorce, widowhood, dis-
ability or long-term spousal unemployment) have been most ad-
versely affected by thedqgline and technological changes In
domestic manufacturing..Saa, Manufacturing now accounts for only
20 percent of U.S. jobs, but almost half of the layoffs between
1979 and 1984 have occurred there, particularly among skilled and
semi-skilled blue-collar workers. During this period, 11.5 mil-
lion "displaced" workers lost their jobs because of automation,
plant shutdowns and rising imports. Only 60 percent found new
jobs during this period -- and only 42 percent of Blacks who have
held their previous jobs for at least three years.

The disappearing, well-paid factory-floor jobs of the past
are being supplanted by automation, and their labor force share
is being transferred to lower-paying service jobs. Between 1970
and 1984, 94 percent of the 23.3 million new nonagricultural
workers were in service-producing sectors and only 1 percent in
manufacturing. Even since the beginning of the current business
expansion in December 1982, almost all the3p million new jobs
have been in the service-producing sector.-1

'For displaced workers who are often unable to move into the more desirable Jobs in

service sectors without substantial education or retraining, moving to the service sector

will mean loss of income and status,' the study said. (pp. 1,11)

However, American Industries will continue to need a highly-
skilled work force. This will require job training programs "to
reach many more displaced workers, and grphasize training, partic-
ularly skills training, more strongly"=f;p.1) It now appears
that jobs being created provide Income and benefits which are now
more related to the extent and relevance of workers' acquired
education than was the case In the past.

I/Matt Variety, "Maiming Ptognama May Not Hetp Woaketa Adapt, Study Saga."
2/ Aaaociated Pteaa Retecrae, Feb. 6, 1986.
=!Kenneth B. Nobte, "Study Finda 601 oi 11 Nation Who Loat Sala Got New Onea."

The Neat Vol& TiMe4, Fhi., Feb. 7, 1986, pp.1,11.
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(2) Industry Employment Comparisons: Indiana

Because of Indiana's past concentration of nonagricultur&
labor in heavy industries, the changing industrial employment
composition is especially critical as Indiana proceeds through
reorientation. Ethnic-group workers differ not only in terms of
occupations but also in terms of industry of employment. For
example in 1980, while 3.1 percent of all Whites worked in Agri-
cultural industries, only .7 percent of Hispanics and .1 percent
Blacks worked there. Conversely, Blacks were more highly repre-
sented than Whites in manufacturing (especially durable goods),
services and public administration. Hispanics were more highly
represented than Whites and Blacks in manufacturing but less in
services.

TABLE 31

INDUSTRY OF EMPLOYED PERSONS BY ETHNIC GROUP FOR INDIANA, 1980
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER)

Industry of
Employed Person

Number
1007.

T Agriculture
Mining

= Construction
.5! Manufacturing
4-1 Transportation=
-a Communications
44u Utilities

Wholesale Trade
al Retail Trade
44 Finance, Incur.,c
w Real Estateu
u Services (Total)w
a- Hospital

Educational
Soc. & Religious

SC Public Admin__-

White Black Hispanici"
Native Asian

American
& Pac.

Islander

2,194,431
(1007.)

147,506
(1007.)

11,102
(1007.)

3,652
(100%)

9,572
(100%)

3.1 % .1% .7% 1 7
.5 .2 .0 .s .2

5.2 2.6 3.7 6.3 1.0
30.6 34.2 49.0 :'.3 26.9
3.9 4.4 3.6 ,,3 .e
1.2 1.5 .8 1.5 .e
1.4 1.4 .9 .e .5
4.1 2.0 2.0 .7 1.8
16.7 10.9 11.8 lt-.0 17.2

5.1 4.3 2.8 3 -- 3.3
24.7 31.8 15.7 24.e 43.9
3.8 8.4 3.5 4.6 9.0
8.5 8.9 5.1 5.4 18.5
2.0 3.2 1.7 2.8 2.1
3.3 6.7 3.9 3.7 2.8

YE4timated o4 Totat-White.s-Heacka-Mative kneniatats-on/Pae.l.standem-
Non-Span.i.ah "Not Etsewheice Cla44itged" Spantsh peopte who do
not identliy thenksetve4 eta any oti the ctionementioned 442c14.

SOURCE: 1980 U.S. Coy 14 m?-1201Lt4 .

The situation is especially critical For the more populated
Indiana counties, not only because of their previous dependence
upon heavy industry employment, but also because of their large
concentr'ation of less-educated Minority workers.
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I 6. SUMMARY COMPARISONS OF INDIANA'S MAJOR ETMNILGEnj

Indiana's major ethnic groups, most notably Whites, Blacks
and Hispanics, differ markedly in terms of populatior statistics,
educational trends, academic preparation, socio-ecorimic charac-
teristics, anc employment trends. These differenceF, have had and
will continue to have major implications for Indiana's societal
and economic structure and health. The following bar charts
graphically summarize the differences which have been presented
in tabular form and discussed in this report.

1111111 Whites MIllnoritles Blacks z Other II !parities =Hispanics

[POPULATION STATISTICS.I
Percent 3.2%
Growth 19.1%

1970-1985e

Births as % Females
15-44: 1979-81

LEMILLUMALA0211.1
Percent Adults with 16.1%

less than High 21.0%
School Education

M:/~M.Z.ZW./AMArzezz.z,"/,/~//,/,/.4/ /74'

:::;!:;..t...!..770.:::*;.4".!..!.7.7.7.:4,::*:4:4;!:::4";,..-

Percent Adults with
One or More Years

of College

509.8%

8.00%

41.5%

1st Graders:1984-04
-13.1%=;90:2222522=

+12.6%

% Change in Aumber of

% Change in Number of -21.9%L
8th Graders:1984-04

% Change in Number of -17.8%
12th Graders:1984-04

1984-85 Percent
Dropout Rate, Grades

7 through 12

&220601051,1206161 +16.0%

i 4.20%
6.13%

STUDENT ACADEMIC PREPARATION:1
Average

SAT-Math
Scores: 1985

% Students Planning to
Request Special Help

In College: 1985

+17.4%

8.82%

470

418

83.7%

V.V.WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWV%
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MINN Whites .7.! Minorities Millacks =Hispanics

SKIO-ECONCIMIC TRENDS:
Children/1000 Never-
Married Women, 15-44

Years Old: 1980

Illegitimate Birth
Rate (% Live
Births):1984

677
ERSSESSISSIVIF-

63.33%

Percent of Households J 24%
Headed by Women: 43%

1980 22%

Percent of Households 13.4%
with More than 4

Persons: 1980

Percent of Persons
under 18 Living with

Two Parents: 1980

Median Parental Income
of College-Bound

Students: 1985

Median Parental Contri-
bution for Collese-
Bound Students: 1985

rERPLOYMpIT TRGE71
Unemployment

Rates,
Dec. 1985

% Employed Persons In
Exec., n.,Mgr.,Engr.,
& Sci. .cupatIons: 1980

% Employed Persons in
Equipment Oper. & Laborer

Occupations: 1980

% of Employed Persons
fn Manufacturing
Industries: 1980

% of Employed Persons
In -rade Industries1

1980

C\S\ .\.\\ .\\- .\.\\ .\\" \\. X V.

: I
.\\ .\\ \\N..\\ .\\\\.\.\\\N .\\ \V\

.\\ $620

5.9%

1/4XX .1.\\\"

10.5%

23.1%

29.1%

85.5%

73.4%

$30,800

$25,100

$1,820

30.5%\. .\\ IV\ N .V4

29.3%

14.9%

43.6%

% of Employed Persons in 28.0%
Service Industries & 38.5%
Public Admin.t 1980 19.6%
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THE BOTTOM LINE:

The rapid increase in minorities in our
population is here to stay. We need to make a
major commitment to see that all citizens, young
and old have the opportunity to develop to and
perform at the highest levels possible. There will
be barriers of color, language, and culture, as the
proportions and numbers of American Blacks,
Hispanics, and Asian Americansgrow, and they are
joined by others from foreign lands. We must not
lower the standards but must increase the effort.
To do so will be to the direct benefit of all
Americans, as they add the high level of energy and
creativity that has always been characteristic of
groups who are making their way in America. Their
numbers are already so large that if they do not
succeed, all of us will have diminished futures.
That is th, reality that requires a new commitment.

7 6
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ATTACHMENT I

104
V

EQUALITY AND EXCELLENCE: 1

THE EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF BLACK AMERICANS*

!SUMMARY'

Since the recent wave of reports on educational "excellence" has engulfed the
country, numerous reform proposals have been proferred and, in some cases, initiated in
states and school districts nationwide. These include changes in curriculum
requirements, "standards," and policies for selecting and compensating teachers.
However, the reports and the ensuing Initiatives have largely ignored issues of
educational equality, and analyses of the needs of various pupil populations or the
effects on them of new policies have been notable largely by their absence.

This paper attempts to fill part of this void by presenting a brief assessment of
the current educational status of black Americans and a discussion of recent policy
trends as they affect black students. Among the many trends that emerge from this
analysis, the following are most striking:

Demographic Trends

The structure of black families has changed significantly over the past decade.
Female-headed households increased from 28 percent to 41 percent of all black
families between 1970 and 1982. This is partly the result of dramatically
increased divorce rates and partly due to increases in the numbers of never-
married mothers.

* Most black children do not live in two-parent households. In 1982, 49 percent
lived with one parent, and 8 percent lived with neither parent.

4/In 1982, nearly half (47.6 percent) of all black children aged 18 and under lived
in households below the poverty line. This compares to only 17 percent of white
chlldren.

Income and Employment

The proportion of blacks living in households below the poverty line remained
constant at 34 percent between 1970 and 1981, but increased in absolute numbers
from 8 million to 9 million persons.

4/Real median income for black families decreased by 8.3 percent from 1971 to 1981,
and the ratio of black to white median family income declined steadily after 1975
to 55 percent, the level it had been in 1960. Although black married couple
families registered income gains, they constituted a smaller proportion of black
households in 1981 than in 1971.

Unemployment rates for black men and women 1n virtually all age categories have
increased fairly steadily since 1965. In 1982-83, about 1 out of every 5 blacks
in the labor market were unemployed, with much higher rates for teenagers and
young adults.

Rep/tinted with pekmiAzion itom Equat49 and Excatence: The Educationat Statia
o Flack Amenicanio, copyAight C. 1985 by catlege Ent/tance Examinatkon Boaltd,
New YoAk.
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4/Unemployment rates and labor force participation rates are strongly correlated with
educational attainment for both blacks and whites. However for blacks, marked
differences in employability occur only for those with a college degree.

* Although blacks have made strldes since 1970 in gaining access to higher-paying and
higher-status jobs, whites were still more than twice as Ilkely as blacks to hold
jobs in professional or managerial occupations In 1980. Black participation in
these occupations was also concentrated in Jobs at the lower end of the
professional pay scale.

In terms of labor force participation and occupational upward mobility, greater
strides were made by black women than black men. The same is true for higher
education degree attainment, wnere the number and proportion of degrees has
declined for black men but Increased substantially for black women.

Educational Attainment

Although high school graduation rates have improved dramatically for black students
over the past two decades, college attendance and completion rates have declined
for blacks since 1975.

Blacks are seriously underrepresented among graduate and professional school
students, and black participation rates in postgraduate education have declined
since the early 1970s.

Blacks lose ground relative to non-blacks at each stage of the educational
pipeline. In 1972, for example, blacks represented 12.7 percent of all 18 year
olds, 10.5 percent of all 1972 high school graduates, 8.7 percent of all college
freshmen, and four years later, 6.5 percent of all B.A. recipients. By 1979,
blacks represented only about 4 percent of all professional and doctoral degree
reciplents.

Higher Education

At the undergraduate level, 42 percent of black college students were enrolled in
2-year colleges In 1980. Persistence rates for 2-year college students are much
lower than they are for students attending 4-year colleges, particularly for
black students.

* Financial aid has a great affect on college retention rates, particularly for black
students, who are nearly twice as likely to stay in 4-year colleges with aid than
without. The importance of financial aid for black students Is apparent,
considering that in 1981, 48 pement of black college-bound seniors came from
families with incomes under $12,C00, as compared to only 10 percent of their
white counterparts.

13n the brighter side, over the past decade, blacks have become wore similar to
whites (and women more similar to men) in the fields of study In which they
received higher education degrees. Increasing proportions of blacks and women
are represented in disciplines like business alw: management and In math- and
science-related fields. However, black degrees are still concentrated In
education, humanities, and the social sciences where salaries are lowest and
unemployment rates highest.
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Although predominantly black colleges enrolled only 27 percent of black college
students in 1980 (as compared to more than 50 percent prior to 1970) and
accounted for only 34 percent of all black undergraduate degrees in 1980-81, they
granted more than 40 percent of all black degrees in agriculture, computer
sriences, biology, math, physical sciences, and so 'al sciences.

*In our increasingly technological socitty, choice o f,elds is an important
dimension of eowility. With respect to meLh- and sclence-related degrees, blacks
lose "field" ground just as they lose attainment ground at several points in the
educational pipeline. At the B.A. level, the percent choosing quantitative
fields is 60 percent of the national average: at the M.A. level, 40 percent: and
at the Ph.D. level, 33 percent. These choices are affected by two factors:
parental education and early educational preparation and achievement.

Elementary and Secondary Education

The educational performance of black students in elementary and secondary schools,
as measured by standardized achievement test scores, rose in many areas over the
decade of the 1970s, but it remained lower than that of non-blacks by 1980.

The strongest gains in mathematics and reading test scores were registered by young
black students, particularly those from urban, disadvantaged communities and from
the southeastern states.

However, gains in mathematics and science were far less substantial than for
reading, and black 17-year olds showed stable or declining scores on achievement
measures in reading, mathematics, and science.

Black students of all ages performed better In the area of mathematical knowledge
(factual recall) than in the area of mathematical skills (performing computations
and manipulations), and least well in the area of mathematical applications (the
ability to solve problems and use mathematical reasoning).

Disappointing trends in performance for older students, both black and white, and
on higher order cognitive tasks in reading, Iriting, mathematics, and science
reflect disturbing changes in educational nothods over the last decade. Between
1972 and 1980, use of teaching methods that might encourage the development of
higher order thinking al-,lities--project or laboratory work, writing tasks, and
student-centered dIscw m--declined in public hlgh schools.

Curriculum Equality

A number of indicators suggest that black students, on average, receive
educational programs and offerings that differ in kind and content from those of
white students. These differenrc.s in the substance of education have grave
implications for educational achievement and later education and career options.
For example:

Blacks are disproportionately more likely to be enrolled in special education
programs for the gifted and talented than are whites. However, these
proportions vary widely across school districts, suggesting that
administrative policies and practices affect placement as much as do student
characteristics.
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o At the high school level, blacks are underrepresented in academic programs and
are overrepresented in vocational education programs where they receive less
educational preparation in areas like English, mathematics, and science, and
they lose ground in terms of educational achievement.

Furthermore, black students In vocational education programs are enrolled
earlier and more extensively in programs training specially for low-status
occupations than are white students. Typically, these assignments are made
by school personnel rather than by election of students or their parents.

*Among college-bound seniors in 1981, most blacks had taken fewer years of
coursework in mathematics, physical sciences, and social studies than their
white counterparts. Even where years of coursework are similar, the content
of courses varies for black and white students. For example, black seniors
in 1980 were as likely as whites to have taken at least three years of math,
but they were much less likely to have taken algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, or calculus. Thus, their years of coursework must have been
concentrated in areas like general math or business math.

Students in low-income and predominantly minority schools have less access to
microcomputers and to teachers trained in the uses of computers.
Furthermore, students in predominantly minority schools or classrooms are
much more likely to use computers for drill-and-practice rather than
programming or concept development than students in other schools.

Overall, the evidence suggests that black students are exposed to less
challenging educational program offerings which are less likely to enhance the
development of higher order cognitive skills and abilities than are white students.

POLICY TRENDS

Several recent policy trends have particularly important implications for
black students' schooling experiences. This paper examines trends in three areas:
funding for education; graduation and other requirements for students; and
teaching force changes.

Einanaina_Educatign

Since 1975, state, local, and federal funding for public elementary and
secondary education has been made more tenuous by several factors: (1) the property
tax revolt of the late 1970s, which impaired the ability of many states and school
districts to raise revenues; (2) economic recession; and (3) federal aid cuts under
the Reagan Administration. Although some states and school districts are beginning
to regain a firmer footing, a full recovery in the education sector is by no means
complete.

In particular, the reductions in federal aid for compensatory education at the
elementary and secondary levels, and in student financial assistance for higher
education, have negatively affected educational opportunities for black students.
Meanwhile, apparently growing support for the "privatization" of education (through
tuition tax credits or vouchers) may disproportionately benefit already advantaged
students while leaving public education support still tenuous.
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Student Reu I rements

Standards for students have changed through the institution of minimum
competency testing by many states and localities, and are changing further with
newly increased course requirements for graduation in many places. While it is
difficult to oppose "standards," the effects of these policies must be carefully
considered.

Minimum competency tests may improve educational quality by increasing
attention to the so-called "basics" of education. There is some evidence, however,
that the skills represented on minimum competency tests are not "enabling" skills
that lead to higher order thinking abilities, and teat instructional programs built
around competency tests emphasize rote learning at the expense of higher order
cognitive skills; use test-oriented activities like lectures and multiple-choice
worksheets and test rather than performance-oriented activities like discussions,
writing, and projects involving problem-solving; and de-emphasize nontested
subjects like science, social studies, and the arts. Furthermore, students who are
denied promotion as a result of these programs make less progress in educational
achievement than similar students who are not retained in grade.

The potential benefits and detriments of minimum competency tests and similar
approaches to educational improvement must be carefully weighed in the context of
what they actually measure and what types of teaching they in fact encourage.

Increased requirements for graduation--the so-called "new basics"-- also hold
promise for improving the content of eductional programs and for reducing existing
differences in students' schooling experiences. However, uniform educational
requirements, if administered without flexibility and sensitivity, may exacerbate
dropout rates, raising standards for some while excluding others from school
altogether. Equally important is the fact that there is not now a sufficient
number of qualified teachers to teach the new basics (particularly advanced math
and science courses), and teacher supply looks still more grim for the foreseeable
future. Inequalities in available teacher resources will also affect the quality
of minority students' educational programs, whether or not they are conducted under
the rubric of the new basics.

Teachirr Force Trends

Em-:ging teacher shortages have led to projections that by 1988 only 70 to 80
percent of the demand for new teachers will be satisfied. Furthermore, new
entrants to the profession are less academically able than was the case in the past
when education benefited from a captive labor force of academically talented women
and minorities who were barred from other professional occupations. Now these
students are choosing other more lucrative professions. Low salaries and low
occupational prestige are major reasons for the inability of teaching to recruit
new entrants. Unprofessional working conditions further contribute to high current
levels of teacher dissatisfaction and attrition.

The result for students where qualified teachers are not available is that
courses are taught by teachers inadequately prepared in the subject area, class
sizes are increased, course content is "watered down," or the courses are simply
not offered.
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Two popular policy responses to the problem of attracting and retaining
qualified teachers are teacher competency testing of preservice teacher candidates
end merit pay for inservice teachers. Di 1903, 30 states hed mandated competency
tests for teacher certification and 12 additional states were considering such a
move. Despite the fact that research has found no consistent relationship between
scores on such tests and later teaching performance, the tests are viewed as a
means for preventing incompetent teachers from entering the profession. The tests
are disproportionateiy eliminating minority candidates from teaching; failure rates
for blacks and otner minorities are 2 to 10 times higher then those of white
applicants In the states using the tests.

Whether these outcomes are the result of inferior educational opportunities
gable to minority teaching candidates or to cultural bias In the tests

ts selves, the differential pass rates are a source of social concern. Critics
argue that If the tests do not predict actual ability to teach, they are
exacerbating teacher shortages and eliminating minority teachers from the
profession at great expense to minority children and to the society at large,
without commensurate gain In educational quality. Even If the tests do In some way
sort out less qualified teacher candidates, they do not address the overall problem
of improving the attractiveness of teaching to increase the pool of academically
talented recruits.

Merit pay for inservice teechers also falls to address the roots of the
teaching force problem. Even if the failures of pest merit pay plans are overcome,
they will do little to enhance recruitment or retention unless major changes in
teachers' salaries and working Ponditions are wide. Minority children are most at
risk from the effects of these teaching force trends, for they attend school In
those areas of the country and school districts where wearies and working
conditions for teachers ere least conductive to the attraction and retention of
high quality teachers.

COMOLIfy_ISIONS

Slack students hove mede greet strides since 1960 In pursuing and profiting from
enhanced educational opportunities. levels of educational attainment have improved, and
dIsperities In fields of study and later career options have begun to narrow. Some
erosion In these gains hes occurred since 1975, however, and current policy trends
threaten to reverse the movement toward cquelity.

'Excellence for black students will not become a reality unless and until they
receive enriched curricular opportunities in elementary and secondary schools,
sufficient financial assistance to pursue higher edUcation opportunities, and
instruction from w,11-4uslified teachers. Attainment of these goals means that the
excellence mina ifIr black students cannot Ignore the adequate and equal finencing of
public edUcation, the appropriateness of courses and achievement measures which are
intended to editor°, higher standerds, or the policies which will ultimately determine
who vill teach in our schools.

Of paramount importance is the content and Mama of education received by black
students. Although finances and broad program supports cannot be ignored, in the final
analysis it is the interaction that goes on between students and teachers in individual
schools and classrooms that defines educational quality end equality. Subtle and not-
sosubtle differences in curriculum track. In course content, end in teaching methods,
In the qualifications and commItment of school personnel, in the opportunities for
innovation 4ind enrichment at the school site, ultimately determine which students will
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receive a true education and which will merely be trained to assume a permanent role In
the nation's underclasses.

These are not issues which are currently at the forefront of the nation's
attention. Educators and policymakers who are concerned about equality, as well as
fundamental excellence, must put them there.
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HISPANICS IN THE LABOR MARKET; 1980-1985
(Selected Excerpts)

I. INTRODUCTION

Hispanic Americans are the nation's youngest and fastest-growing major
population group. Their youth and relatively low levels of education pose especially
intractable problems, suggesting that hard-core Hispanic unemployment and poverty
will endure into the future.

The 1980 Census estimated the Hispanic population in the United States at 14.6
million, or 6.4% of the total U.S. population. The Hispanic community had a birth
rate in 1980 of 106.5 births per 1,000 women aged 18-44, compared to the White rate
of 68.5 and the Black rate of 84.0. This high fertility rate, which is well above
"replacement" level, guarantees larger cohorts of children for years to come. These
high birth rates, which stem partly from a higher proportion of Hispanic women of
child-bearing age, reflect the low median age of Hispanics, which is 23.2 years as
compared to 31.7 years for Whites, and 24.9 years for Blacks.

Hispanics are projected to account for at least 8% of the labor force by 1995.
The Hispanic community is an increasing pool of potentially productive workers.
However, the progress of Hispanics in the labor ma7ket is hindered by their low
levels of education, employment, and earnings. Hispanics are the least-educated and
the lowest-paid of all groups in the labor market. Hispanic workers are "distressed"
workers -- a phrase coined by Professor Daniel Saks of Vanderbilt University to
identify large segmects in the labor force who do poorly in the labor market despite
good economic Mmes.-11 As "distressed" workers, Hispanics are extremely vulnerable
to shifts in the economy and to restrictive federal policies in education and
employment and training.

Nationat Otigee - Twenty F St. N.W., 2nd Ftoot, Waahingtor P.C. 20001,
(202) 628-9600. Raut Yzaguinte, Paeaident

LA RAZA: The Hi4pamic Peopte oti the New Woad
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II. LABOR MARKET STATUS

A. Education

Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics reveal that Hispanics are the least-
educated major population group in the country, and that the general Hispanic
population has lower educational attainment than Hispanics in the civilian labor
force: ... Hispanics appear to be more undereducated when compared 31acks and
Whites, as shown in the following data from the March 1981 Current 1 Aation
Survey:

MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED, 1981
(Persons 25 years old and over)

White Males 12.6 years
White Females 12.5 years
Black Males 12.1 years
Black Females 12.1 years

... A disproportionately
without a diploma. Data from
Hispanics 18-21 years old had
Blacks and 15% of Whites. In

graduated from high school as

Hispanic Males 11.0 years
Hispanic Females 10.5 years

high percentage of Hispanic youth leave high school
a 1979 Census Bureau study showed that 35% of
dropped out of high school as compared with 25% of
1983, only 50.3% of Hispanic 18-19 year olds had
compared to 75.6% of Whites anJ 59.1% of Blacks...

Education is the single most important human capital characteristic in terms of
its direct correlation on future earnings. A study using data from the 1976 Survey
of Income and Education ane the 1970 census found that Hispanics have lower returns
to education than Whites. For example, White men earned 6.1% more for each
additional grade of school completed, whereas Mexican men earned 5.4% higher wages
per school grade compi2ted, Puerto Rican men earned 3.6%, Cuban men earned 3.5%, and
Black men earned

B. Labor Force Participation

... Hispanic men have higher labor force participation rates than White or
Black men. Some economists believe that the higher overall labor force
participation rate reflects the fact thst the current Hispanic male population in
the United States is, on average, Younger than the non-Hispanic male population (in
1983, 49.7% of the adult Hispanic men were between the ages of 20 and 34 as compared
to 39.1% for all adult men) and young adult men traditionally have higher labor
force participation rates than older men.2" Hirpanic women, like all women, have
lower labor force participation rates than men... Hispanic women still have
somewhat lower labor force participation rates than other women.

C. Occupational Distribution

In 1984, Hispanic workers were especially concentrated in the following
occupations:

1. Technical, sales, and administrative support, where 25.8% of Hispanics in the
civilian labor force are employed, compared to 30.9% of the total labor force.
Over half of Hispanics (60%) employed in this category are concentrated in
administrative support, including clerical work.
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2. Operators, fabricators, and laborers, where 25.0% of Hispanics in the
labor force are employed, compared to 16.0% of the total labor force. Over half
of Hispanics (55%) employed In this category are machine operators, assemblers,
and inspectors; one-fourth (27%) are handlers, equipment cleaners, and helpers.

3. Service occupations, where 17.6% of Hispanics in the labor force are
employed, compared to 13.5% of the total labor force. Excluding private household
and protective service occupations, over four-fifths of Hispanics (83%) employed
In this category are concentrated in jobs such as cooks, dishwashers, cleaning
service workers, and food counter workers....

Hispanics are underrepresented in the managerial and professional occupations,
where only 11.8% of Hispanic workers are employed, compared to 14.0% of Black
workers, and 24.0% of White workers. On the other hand, Hispanics are over-
represented in the agriculture industry, where 5.7% of Hispanics are employed,
compared to 2.7% of Black workers, and 0.35% of White workers.

D. Earnings,

The occupational concentration of Hispanics is within those jobs which require
a low level of skills and are low paid....

Hispanic men and women earn the lowest wages in the labor market....

Professor Cordelia Reimers in her study, "A Comparative Analysis of the Wages
of Hispanics, Blacks, and non-Hispanic Whites," found that the aveme wages offered
to minority men are at least 15% below those offered to White men.ei The Reimers
study, based on data from the 1976 Survey of Income and Education and the 1970
Census, yielded the following findings:

1. The lower level of education of Hispanics was the single most important
reason for the lower wages they received compared to non-Hispanic Whites.

2. Controlling for sex, age, race, education, and other observable
characteristics, lower wages among Hispanic groups were attributed, in part,
to employment discrimination. Puerto Rican and Central and South American
men were found to experience the most employment discrimination...

Educatton was found to be the major source of differences in wage
offerings.x/...

The Reimers study also found that differences in language fluency, time in the
United States, work experience, race, age, armed forces experience, health and
government employment are also sources of wage differentials. But, after all these
factors are taken into considgcation, a wage gap still remains, which can be
attributed to discrimination.4./...

E. Unemployment

Hispanics face severe, continuing unemployment and underemployment. During
both good and bad economic times, unemployment among Hispanics is usually 601. higher
than that of White Americans....
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

An analysis of the labor market data clearly shows that Hispanic workers
occupy the bottom rungs of the labor market. Although they have a hipher labor force
participation and lower unemployment rate than Blacks, Hispanics are ' le least-
educated and earn the lowest wages of any major population group in the country.
However, Hispanics are a youthful subpopulation group with a vast productivity
potential. Hispanics are projected to account for at least 87, of the labor force by
1995. Though national demographics will favor lower unemployment over the next 12
years as prime-age workers make up a larger share of the work force, the particular
demographic trends of the Hispanic community indicate the opposite, since its high
birth rates and lower median age mean that Hispanics will be entering the workforce
at a high rate.

One long-range effect of this demographic trend is that the taxable salaries of
Hispanic workers will be increasingly vital to the fiscal viability of many domestic
programs, especially Social Security, which relies on withholding allowances of
current workers for the support of current retirees. It is not unreulistic to
envision an aged White population being supported by an increasingly non-White
workforce. Therefore, changes in public policy, which recognize these demographic
realities, are necessary in order to bring about greater parity in the labor market
for minority subpopulation groups such as the Hispanic community....

Hard-core structural unemployment primarily affects disadvantaged minorities and
individuals who lack the education necessary to meet the needs of a changing
economy...

Hispanic workers are disproportionately vulnerable to shifts In the economy and
to restrictive federal policies in education and employment and training. The
growing Hispanic population will make up an increasing segment of the future labor
force. Therefore, to enable Hispanics and other minority groups to make their full
contribution in the future -- and to assure a trained workforce which can meet the
future needs of the U.S. economy -- human investment partnerships must develop
between the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. The Hispanic community is a
human resource, whose reservoirs must be tapped in order to maximize its workforce
participation and productivity potential. The investment should be made now in order
to reap societal benefits and protect the nation's economic security tomorrow.
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ATTACHMENT III

ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION:
THE EXPERIENCE OF BLACKS,

HISPANICS AND
LOW SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS WHITES*

(HIGHLIGHTS AND SUMMARY OF REPORT)

HIGHLIGHTS

College Attendance Patterns

,..

io.,

''

...... 4r
_.

The decision to attend college continues to be influenced by a student's
socioeconomic circumstances.

tSlightly more than half of the students who never attended college are in the
study's lowest [Social Economic Status] SES quartile.

I> Almost half of low-SES whites among 1980 seniors never attended college.

It'A significant proportion of black 1980 seniors (31 percent) applied to college
but were not attending two years later. The overall figure for all 1980
seniors was 23 percent.

['Overall, 40 percent of 1980 seniors enrolled in college and were still In
attendance two years later.

--- The overwhelming majority of these students (65 percent) were in the
highest SES quartile.
- -- The least represented groups for college attendance were Mexican-
Americans and low-SES whites; among these groups, 23 percent and 25
percent, respectively, were attending college two years later.
- -- In contrast, 53 percent of Cuban-Americans and 56 percent of high-SES
whites were still in attendance two years later.

1>Thirty-seven percent of 1980 seniors who entered college after graduation
were not in attendance two years later.

--- Minorities and low-SES whites were twice as likely to be in this
group than high-SES whites.

Two-Year and Four-Year College Attendance

DP Of those 1980 seniors enrolled in college 58 percent attended four-year
institutions and 44 percent attended two-year colleges.

['Students attending four-year colleges had scored somewhat higher on the
senior-year achievement tests than their two-year counterparts.

I> The majority of black and high-SES whites attended four-year institutions (60
percent and 65 percent, respectively).

- -- In contrast, 54 percent of low-SES whites and 61 percent of Hispanics
attended two-year colleges.

SOURCE: Vatetie Lee, Amekican Councie on Education, Divioion o Poticy Anattoi4
and Rezeaxch, One Dupont Cikcee, WaAhington, D.C. 20036-1193, May 1985.
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>The distributl4in of Hispanics'enrolled in two-year institutions by nationality
are:

Mexic:ani-Americans 65 percent
--- Cubans 56 percent
--- Puerto Ricans 48 percent and
--- Other Latins 57 percent

>The average scholarship amount for students attending four-year institutions
was twice the amount of those attending two-year colleges.

> Twenty-two percent of students at four-year institutions majored in technical
fields as did 19 percent at two-year institutions.

Students Who Withdrew From College

>Overall, men were more likely to withdraw from college than women.
--- Fifty-three percent of men withdrew from college compared to 47
percent of women.
- -- Among low-SES whites women withdrew from college more so than their
male counterparts.

D' Women tended to withdraw for financial reasons. Sixty percent of women
indicated they withdrew for financial reasons compared to 40 percent of men.

Characteristics of Students by Achievement Levels

I> Seventy-one percent of 1980 seniors of "high ability" were attending college
two years later.

>Students of "high ability" were twice as likely to major in the technical
fields than those of "average ability".

> Women were less likely to be in the "high ability" group than men.

> Blacks and Hispanics were the least represented 1980 seniors in the "high
ability" group.

> More than three quarters of 1980 seniors in the average ability groups were
not attending college two years later.

Sex Among Students

> More than half of black women (59 percent) were enrolled in col1eop two years
after high school graduation compared to 41 percent (F black men.

>Black women withdrew from postsecondary education institutions more so than
their male counterparts (58 percent vs. 42 percent, respectively).

>Fifty-six percent of black women "couldn't afford to continue" college
compared to 44 percent of men.
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ATTACHMENT I I I (Cant nued)

SUMMARY

Part I: Profiles of (ach Group

Blacks

Blacks reported an average family income of $16,374 and more than half (53 percent) indicated that they were
froa single parent families. Of all the subgroups, blacks were the most likely to come from this family type. On
average their parents had 12.4 years of education. More than half (52 percent) of the blacks in the sample were In
the lowest [Social Economic Status] SES quartile and 11 percent were In the highest quartile.

While In high school, blacks took an average of approximately two years of mathematics courses and
approximately one year of laboratory science. In addition, black students spent about 4 hours per week on homework
and watched television for approximately 4 hours per weekday In their senior year of high school. On a senior-year
achievement test composite, 56 percent scored In the lowest quartile.

Black students appear to be college-oriented. As far back as the eigth grade, 49 percent expected to go to
college. In comparison, 41 percent of Hispanics and 34 percent of low-SES whites expressed this idea in eighth
grade. In high school, 52 percent were In the college preparatory track, much higher than either Hispanics or low-
SES whites. A correspondingly lower percentage (25 percent) were in the vocational track.

Two years after high school graduation 37 percent of blacks were In college. Approximately 46 percent of
blacks In higher education were attending either doctoral granting or comprehensive universities and 36 percent were
in two-year institutions. Fewer blacks were in two-year institutions than either Hispanics (53 percent) or low-SES
whites (47 percent).

)ilspanics

The average family income reported for Hispanics was $18,082; 35 percent were from single-parent hoses. Almost
half (48 percent) of Hispanic students are In the lowest social class quartile. Their parents had an average of
12.1 years of education.

While In high school, 37 percent of Hispanics were enrolled In the college preparatory track, 34.1 percent were
in the general track. Hispanics were more likely to be in the general track than blacks (34 percent vs. 24 percent,
respectively). High school cuursework for Hispanics Included an average of approximatoly 2 years of math and one
year's work In the lab sciences. These students tended to spend an average of 3.5 hours on hoaework and spent 3.2
hours per weekday watching television. Slightly more than half (51 percent) of Hispanics scored in the lowest
achievement quartile on the senior-year test composite.

In 1902, only 30 percent of the original sample of Hispanic high school seniors were enrolled In postsecondary
education. College attendance for Hispanics was lower than for blacks (30 percent vs. 37 percent, respectively).
As a matter of fact, 60 percent of Hispanics were working for pay two years after high school. less than half (49
percent) of those going on for postsecondary education had applied to college directly from high school. Of those
Hispanics who attended college over half (53 percent) were enrolled In community colleges and about one-third (31
percent) were enrolled In doctoral or comprehensive universities. As far back as the eighth grade, 41 percent
planned to attend college.

low-SES Whites

Whites In the HS 18 sample were divided into two groups -- low-SES whites and high SES-whites -- based on a
composite measure of a family's soclo-economic status. low SES-whites were used as a disadvantaged comparison group
for the two racial/ethnic groups.
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Average family incole of low-SES whites ($16,566) was slightly higher than that of the black subsaeple, and

somewhat lower than the Hispanic group. This amount represents nearly 50 percent of the average family income of

high-SES whites. Overall, the SES level of this group is only slightly below the two racial and ethnic minority

groups, but the average parental education (11.4 years) is about one year below that of blacks and Hispanics of low-

SES.

In terms of high school achievement, this group falls almost midway between the two minority groups and the

high-SES whites. Course enrollment in high school is quite similar to the minority groups. Vocational enrollments

are quite similar to that of Hispanics (both 29 percent), with considerably less college preparatory enrollment than

found with blacks (36 percent vs. 52 percent). College expectations In the eigth grade were the lowest of the three

disadvantaged groups (34 percent).

Reflecting their low positon on college expectations, and in defiance of their overall achievement level, only

28 percent of this sample was in college two years out of high school. Slightly less than half of these students

applied to college directly from high school (49 percent), and we find that 63 percent were working for pay in 1982

- the highest percentage of the four groups. Eighteen percent were married, paralleling the Hispanics (16 percent),

but much higher than either the blacks or high-SES whites (both 7 percent).

For those 28 percent of the low-SES whites who were actually in college, fewer are In doctoral and research

universities (12 percent) and more in comprehensive universities (23 percent). Almost half (47 percent) are in two-

year colleges. Course enrollments in math, science, foreign language, and social science are below the other

disadvantaged groups.

High-SES Whites

This group was meant to serve as r comparison for the three disadvantaged groups. The average family incom

for this group (030,778) is 60 percent gui than the next highest group, the Hispanics. The average parental

education is over two years more than the highest of the three other groups (14.8 years). Only 18 percent of these

students come from single-parent families, about half that for the average of the other groups and, one-third that

for blacks.

High school achievement is almost 20 percent higher than that of the minority groups, 10 percent above low-SES

whites. All four groups of students seem to average about 29 hours per week in paid work during high school, but by

the time these students are two years out of high school, only 51 percent of this group was working, capered to 63

percent of low-SES whites. These students did sore homework in high school (4.5 hours/week), watched less

television per weekday (2.7 hours), and took considerably more academic courses in high school, averaging a year

more of math and twice as much science.

Sixty-five percent of this group took a college preparatory program in high school, and only 14 percent were in

the vocational program, figures that are double those of the low-SES white group for college preparatory enrollment,

and half that for vocational enrollment. Twice as many of these students (15 percent) went to private high schools.

College expectations expressed in the eighth grade were about double those of the low-SES whites (63 percent vs. 34

percent).

The 60 percent of this sample who are in college reflect a much higher percentage who applied directly from

high school (75 percent). Over half of these students (52 percent) are in doctorzl-granting or comprehensive

universities, only a small proportion more than for blacks, but considerably more than for Hispanics or for low-SES

whites. Suprisingly, there is a considerable proportion of these students enrolled In two-year colleges (33

percent). College course enrollment in math, science, and social science is higher than for the other groups.



fitUjiimthir_gegint bona Subgun
ftudenta Mho Applied to College from Hlgh SchoOtaut Did Not Attend

A large proportion of students (about 23 percent) reported that they had applied to college while in high

school, but two years later they were not In ccllege.

Socioeconomic factors appear to be one of the reasons for not attending college. Over half of the students who

never applied to college are in the lowest SES quartile. In comparison, 65 percent of students currently attending

college are in the highest SES quartile. Students ano applied but subsequently were not attending fall into a

middle position, with 26 percent in the lowest SES quartile and 17 percent in the highest quartile. Put

differently, approximately 17 percent of those In the highest achievement quartile applied but did not attend.

These two measures -- lower than average SES ranking and below average achievement -- suggest that both financial

and academic reasons influence students who have applied to college but do not attend.

Mhat are the characteristics of the students in thls group? Blacks are mord, likely to be in the group (31

percent) as are Hispanics (26 percent). The representation of low-SES whites (24 ;ercent) is not significantly

different from the overall mean, and hIgh-SES whites are less likely to be represented (19 percent).

If we look only at those students who stated that they had applied to college while still in high school, a

striking 37 percent are not in college two years later. However, for minorities those proportions are even greater:

48 percent of those blacks and 50 percent of those Hispanics are no longer in school. Within the population of

whites who applied to college from high school, almost twice as many low-SES as hlgh-SES whites are not in college

(48 percent vs. 26 percent, respectively) which would indicate that there are socio-economic reasons for the
difference.

Students In Two-Year and Four-Year Colleges

Of students in college two years out of high school, rimost half (44 percent) are In two-year colleges. There

are moderately strong social class and achievement differ:Aces In favor of students in four-year colleges. Blacks

are less likely than the general population to be found in two-year colleges, and Hisoanics are more likely. There

are strong social class differences in the white sample's likelihood of attending each college type.

Total institutional costs, which are estimated by the respondents, average about SO percent lower in two-year

than in four-year colleges for school year 1981-82, with tuition comprising the bulk of those costs.

About 14 percent of tho., tudents currently in two-year colleges were offered loans, and about the same

proportion were offered-scholarships, which averaged about $1,100 and $7001 respectively. For those students

currently in four-year colleges, the proportions are substantially higher: 25 percent were offered loans and 28

percent were offered scholarships, each averaging about $1,200.

There is a strong contrast in the types of courses In which students enroll in the two-year colleges. Students
in two-year colleges are less likely to major in technical fields. The most striking differences are found in the

areas of physical sciences, biology, and math; no differences exist in either computer science or engineering.

Less than half of the students In two-year colleges plan to graduate from college, compared to 72 percent of
those in four-year colleges. The differences in educational aspirations for advanced degrees are even more marked.

Only 66 percent of two-year college students, compared to 82 percent of four-year college students feel they have
the ability to coaplete college. However, over 70 percent of'them plan to hold white-collar jobs by the age of 30,
compared to 83 percent of those in four-year colleges.

In summary, students in two-year colleges are less likely to have been continuously in school since high school
and, on average, are lower in both social status and achievement measures. They are less educationally ambitious,

and less sure of both their academic abilities and thed, overall self-image. They were less likely to have been
offered financial aid. If aid has been offered, it is considerably less, although representing about the same
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proportion of total costs. Students In two-year colleges have taken considerably fewer college-level academic

courses In all areas, and are somewhat less likely to choose technical areas as possible majors. Blacks are

somewhat less likely and Hispanics more likely to be In two-year than four-year colleges. There Is less difference

In occupational than In educational ambitions for the two groups, which inuicates a possible mismatch or lack of
information for the two-year college sample.

Students Vho Have Interrupted Their Schooling Since High School

This analysis examines students who have been In some form of postsecondary education sometime since high
school, but have indicated that they have either 'withdrawn from any school since high school' (25 percent) or

'transferred from one school to another between high school graduation and february, 19112' (113 percent).

Transfer Students

Transferring seems to be positively related to social class. Achievement does not appear to be related to

transfer -- In fact, those in the middle ranges are more likely than either extreme of the achievement distribution
to have transferred. Within minority groups, both black and Hispanic males are more likely to transfer than their
fesale counterparts.

Students Who Have Withdrawn

Because of ambiguity In the questionnaire, this group probably includes both those students who have left
college at the end of their second year out of high school, and those who have transferred to another school.

Comparing these students with those In college who have remained In their original schools, we see that the

thdrawal group is lower on measures of social class, high school achievement, and self-image. We could infer that

Judents choose to withdraw for both econosic and academic reasons. Students who withdrew were less satisfied with

almost every aspect or life in the last school in which they had been enrolled.

The biggest satisfaction differences involve personal intellectual growth and the development of work skills.

Students are gemally less satisfied with the counseling and job placement aspects of :heir schools, and more
satisfied with aspects of teaching. Readers should be cautioned about drawing any conclusions from students'

reports about school dissatisfactions, In view of the fact that personal differences, both economic and

intellectual, were related to withdrawal as well.

Of those who state they had withdrawn from some school since high school graduation, 32 percent indicate that
they withdrew for financial reasons. Of the group who 'could not afford to continue,' both the low-quartile SES and

the low-quartile achievement groups are over-represented. Blacks, Hispanics, and low-SES whites are all sore likely

than high-SES whites to have withdrawn for financial reasons, and all three of these groups show males more likely
than females to withdraw for lack of the financial means to continue.

In summary, students withdraw from postsecondary educationai institutions for a number of reasons: economic,

intellectual, end dissatisfaction with their schools. Minority status is related to withdrawal, but it Is difficult

to say whether this Is due to social class or racial differences. Although transfer Is positively related to social

class, withdrawal Is negatively related: both relationships are moderate. The diffuencts among college
satisfaction ratings for those students who withdrew vs. those who did not are not surprising; what seems host

noteworthy Is the fact that such a large proportion of college students have withdrawn from some college by the end

of their second year out of high school (25 percent) and that withdrawal Is more likely for isles than for females

throughout most minority subsamples, but not among high-achieving and high-SES whites.

Higher Achieving Students

The entire sample was divided in order to compare the characteristics of lower-achieving and higher-achieving
students. This higher achieving group encompasses slightly over 30 percent of the sample. Minority groups are

largely underrepresented in this sample, much more so than their lower social class mean would explain. Less than
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10 percent of both the black and Hispanic subgroups are In the higher ability group; however, 24 percent of the
low-SE5 whites are so designated (and almost half of the high-SES white sample).

Of the higher achievement group, 71 percent are In college two years out of high school, and 75 percent are
working for pay. Clearly, these two groups overlap. Of the entire sample In college, 56 percent of the higher

achieving group are In four-year colleges and only 28 percent in two-year colleges, constrasting with 44 percent In

four-year and 72 percent In two-year colleges for the remainder of the in-college group.

Clearly achievement and enrollment In four-year colleges are highly related. Also, students of high

achievement are much more likely to be In doctoral and research universities, and somewhat more likely to be In
comprehensive and liberal arts institutions. The high-achieving students are likely to chcose majors in technical

areas, particularly In the physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering.

The educational aspirations of the higher-achieving students are considerably higher than the remainder of the
sample. For the students who indicate their educational aspirations two years out of high school (30 percent of the

entire sample did not answer thls questlon), 77 percent of the more achieving group Indicate that they plan at least
to complete a BA, and 35 percent plan on pursuing advanced degrees. Comparable figures for the average ability
students are 36 percent and 12 percent. Over 80 percent of the more achieving studrits believe they definitely have

the ability to complete college, whereas slightly more than half of the regaining sample share that self-assessment
of ability.

Clearly, social class and measured achievement are highly reiated In this sample, with 41 percent of the upper
quartile of the 5E5 distribution falling In the higher ability group, and only 10 percent of the lowest 5E5 quartile
so designated. Students In the higher achievement group have taken sore math and science courses In high school, 80
percent took three or more years of math, and 38 percent took two or more years of physical science.

High school academic track placement is also highly related to subsequent measured achievement, with over 80
percent of these higher ability students having been in the college preparatory program and only 8 percent In the
vocational program. Corresponding figures for the remainder of the sample are quite different: 38 percent In the
college preparatory program and 2P percent In the vocational program. Perhaps some further analysis of the 8

percent of students from the vocational program who scored In the top 30 percent on high school achievement might be
warranted. Track placement, high school course enrollment, and measured ability are very highly related.

Thus, 30 percent of the sample falling In the group designated higher achievement for this report are more
likely to be of a soaewhat higher social class, white, and are much more likely to have taken more academic courses
in high school. Course enrollment Is highly related to high school academic track placement, and both are highly
related to achievement measured at the end of high school.
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ATTACHMENT IV

THE READING REPORT CARD

Progress Toward Excellence in Our Schools

Trends in Reading over Maur National Assessnents, 1971-1984

Selected excerpts from subject report:*

rasepm

Needs Further Improvement

The marked hnprovements in the achievement of mdnority and disadvantaged
urban students between 1971 and 1984 have reduced the gap between their performance
and that ct other students. Still, the average reading proficiency of these
students is quite low and in need ct further improvement. Fbr example, the average
reading proficiency ct Black and Hispanic 17-year-olds is only slightly higher than
that of Mbite 13-year-olds.

Trends in Average Reading Proficiency for White,
Black, and Hispanic Students
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Six percent of 9-year-olds in 1984
could not do rudimentary reading exercises
and are in danger of future school failure.
Forty percent of 13-year-olds and 16 percent
of 17-year-olds attending high school have
not acquired intermediate reading skills
and strategies, raising the question of how
well these students can read the range ct
academic material they are likely to encounter
in school. Few students, only about 5 percent,
even at age 17, hage advanced reading skills
and strategies.

Other Trends

The influence of home environment is
. apparent fram the relationship between
reading proficiency and both available
reading material in the home and level of
parental education. At all three ages,
students fram homes with an abundance of
reading materials are substantially better
readers than those mho have few materials
available. At all three ages, students
whose parents have a post-high school
education read substantially better than
those whose parents have not graduated from
high school.

*SOURCE: Repont No. 15-R-01, Nationat A44e44ment oi Educationat Pxogke44,
Educationa Teat* Senthcce, Ra6edate Road, PAineeton, Nel4 Jeuey 08541.
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